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WHERE ORTLIEB IS, IS OUTDOORS.  
FOR 35 YEARS.
Everything began in 1982 in a backyard garage in Nürn-
berg. The product: durable, hand-sewn bike bags, soon 
to be followed by seam-welded, waterproof bike bags. 
And now, 35 years later, the name ORTLIEB captures the 
attention of outdoor enthusiasts throughout the world. It is 
a name that stands for clever functionality, robust quality, 
long service lives, sustainability and faultless waterproof 
performance. All of the company’s products are still pro-
duced entirely in Germany, in the rather peaceful town of 
Heilsbronn near Nürnberg. What is typical of the ORTLIEB 
enterprise is a steadfast spirit of invention. We live this 
spirit as we continue to create the outdoor innovations 
our customers will soon deploy in the Harz Mountains of 
Germany, in the Himalayas, in the city of Hamburg and on 
the islands of Hawaii.

What’s new to discover from ORTLIEB in 2017? Two items 
include the first icebox for your bike and the world’s first 
waterproof bike-packing set for off-road bike tours. No 
matter whether you want to keep your favorite champagne 
cool or take all of your camping equipment along with you, 

whether you have 13 kilometers ahead of you or 3,000 
miles, you’ll find the right equipment at ORTLIEB for your 
micro-adventure close to home and your next expedition to 
Shangri-La! And you don’t need to be riding a bike to enjoy 
the advantages of these products. They’re built for everyo-
ne who loves to be outdoors no matter what the weather 
– on foot, on horseback or in a canoe. 

But there’s also an “outdoors” in the city. And to enhance 
your urban experience, ORTLIEB offers you high quality, wa-
terproof bike bags, backpacks, office bags and travel bags 
that accompany you on your way to work or to the next big 
city. For more inspiration, information and videos, go to 
our website at www.ortlieb.com, or visit us on Facebook, 
Instagram, Twitter or our YouTube channel. Can’t decide 
what to purchase? The one product has a roll closure and 
the other a cap closure? Check out our how-to videos to 
lighten your decision. 

ADVENTURE IS OUT THERE IN THE GREAT OUTDOORS.  
WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR? 
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SYSTEMS

SYSTEMS

RACK-LOCK

CLICK!
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THE QL1 SYSTEM FEATURES:

+  Optimal fit on all racks with a tube diameter up to 16m (inserts for 8/11 mm inclusive) 
+   Comfortable single-handed operation
+  Automatic closing and opening of the hooks by lifting the pannier handle
+  Large adjustment range of QL1 hook on hook rail
+  Large adjustment range (horizontal and vertical) in 15° steps of lower hook on semi-elliptical rail

THIS INNOVATIVE SYSTEM HAS THE FOLLOWING FEATURES THAT DISTINGUISH 
IT FROM OTHERS:

+   Comfortable single-handed operation
+   16 mm QL hooks with inserts which have an „anti-scratch“ function for 8, 10 and 12 mm.  

In QL2.1, the reductions inserts are attached from the sides and secured against loss.
+  20 mm QL hooks are optionally available for racks with larger diameters (17-20 mm)  

as often used on E-bikes.
+   The upper mounting rail consists of one piece for high stability. With models Office-Bag and 

Downtown it can be adjusted to the left or right side of the bike rack.
+   The special assembly system allows the use of extremely flat nuts on the inner side thus 

featuring a level surface and avoiding damage to whatever you bring along.
+   The lower hook rail is made of a two-component synthetic combination with „anti-scratch“ 

function. This reduces abrasions on the carrier and prevents damage to the rack tubing. The 
lower hook is rotatable in 15° steps and adjustable in height.

+   All hooks are adjustable to the rack without requiring any tools and can be easily exchanged.
+   Optional upgrade with anti-theft device into the upper rail.

The QL1 System was ORTLIEB’s first mounting system for bike 
panniers which allowed a single-handed mounting on and removal of 
panniers from the bike rack. The automatically closing hooks replaced 
the complicated attachments with straps and buckles which were 
slow and unreliable. Thousands of the indestructible mounting QL1 
system have now been used for decades on ORTLIEB bike panniers 
and are still in use.

This mounting system QL2.1 for bike panniers is the further 
development of ORTLIEB’s milestone setting QL1 system. All hooks 
are adjustable to the rack without requiring any tools. Therefore, 
the panniers can be easily switched from one bike to another. The 
QL2.1 system may be upgraded with the anti-theft device (not 
possible in QL1)·

ORTLIEB QL MOUNTING SYSTEMS:

QL2.1 SYSTEM

QL1 SYSTEMQL3.1

THE SYSTEM HAS THE FOLLOWING COMMON FEATURES:

+ Comfortable single-handed operation
+ Automatic closing and opening of the hooks by lifting the pannier handle
+  Fixing rail can be mounted on left or right side, and optionally on horizontal or vertical bars of rack (up tp 10 mm)
+  Direct mounting (no mounting rail required) to rack Rack1 and Rack2 with integrated QL3/QL3.1 fixing (art.no. 

F78101 and F78102)
+  Sufficient legroom due to variable height and angle
+  Lower hook rotatable in 360° (24 steps each 15°) for individual adjustment to various racks with a tube diameter up 

to 14 mm
+ Horizontal rack top remains free for baskets, trunkbags etc.
+ Additional mounting sets available for attaching bags to other bikes (art.no. E201)
+ Optional set of brackets available as accessory for 11 to 14 mm tubes (art.no. E190)
+ Bags with QL1, QL2 and QL2.1 systems can also be fixed to the mounting rail

The optimized QL3.1 mounting system allows fixing of panniers to the 
rack in an even more simple and faster way. The bag is inserted into 
the lower mounting point, and by approaching the rack, the top hooks 
slide into the upper reception points by means of a left to right motion. 
Removal of the bag is just as simple and fast: simply lift the bag by its 
handle and move it at the same time to the left or right.

These systems are especially developed for office and city bags, and 
their secret lies in the fact that the main mounting components remain 
on the rack. This results in a smooth rear side of the bag that is free 
of protruding hooks, and significantly improves the bag’s carrying 
comfort when off the bike.

Although there are only four little clamps, two rigid clamps and two 
flexible clamps, their arrangement and function are ingenious: the 
ORTLIEB Rack-Lock system is a completely new, universal system 
for mounting bike bags and baskets directly to your bike rack. This 
makes additional adapters unnecessary and your bike rack remains 
free of annoying attachments. 

The Rack-Lock system allows you to mount your bags to your bike 
rack in seconds (2). Just apply a little bit of pressure, and your bag 
or basket snaps into place (3). Removing your bags is just as quick 
and convenient (4), with the release lever even offering an additio-
nal function: it can be removed and used as a key to securely lock 
your bag of basket to your bike rack. This means that you don’t 
need to take your bag or basket with you after parking your bike. 

The Rack-Lock system is attached to the underside of your bike bag 
or basket and can be adapted with minimal effort to fit on virtually 
any commercially available bike rack, including racks with spring 

clamps. The four clamps with anti-slip inlays (1) are also adjustable 
in width and can be moved 180°. The Rack-Lock adapter ensures 
stable mounting with rack element diameters of 8 to 16 mm and 
rack widths of 60 to 160 mm. Each bag or basket can be loaded up 
to a weight of 10 kg. 

The Rack-Lock system was presented for the first time at the 
international EUROBIKE 2015 trade exhibition and was promptly 
selected as the winner of the coveted EUROBIKE AWARD, one of 
the one of the most prestigious awards in the bicycle industry.

THE CLEVER MOUNTING SYSTEM FOR 
BIKE RACKS
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WATERPROOF

The coated fabric used by ORTLIEB – including all welded seams 
– continues to resist leaking when exposed to a 100,000 mm 
column of water! This extreme degree of waterproofing is achieved 
using a process known as high frequency welding (HFW). Instead of 
applying heat from the outside, HFW involves the application of high 
frequency voltage to the objects that need to be welded. The voltage 
causes the molecules within the various materials to vibrate and, 
essentially, to generate heat. Softened from within by the heat, the 
materials are then bonded under high pressure, leaving the welded 
seam at least as strong as the surrounding material. 

The third important factor for high waterproof and dustproof 
performance is the type of closures used. All of the closures used 
in ORTLIEB products are subjected to extensive environmental 
simulation testing. One common test parameter is referred to 
as ingress protection (IP). Originally used in the field of electrical 
engineering, IP ratings have become increasingly common in the 
outdoor recreation sector.

1. FLAP CLOSURE:
Flap closures protect against dust and spray 
water from angles of up to 60° to 90°. Also 
available with a snow shield or an additional 
roll closure, the flap accomplishes its mission 
on every outing. Snap buckles and hooks are 
used to secure the flap’s closure. Products in 
the City Line are typically outfitted with magnetic 
fasteners to facilitate handling.

4. WATERPROOF ZIPPER:
TIZIP zippers reliably prevent water and dust 
from entering your ORTLIEB bags. The inside of 
the bags will remain dry when submerged under 
1 meter of water for a period of 30 minutes. 
The waterproof and dustproof design leads to a 
slightly greater degree of friction when opening 
and closing the bag.

2. ROLL CLOSURE:
The roll closure is a simple, effective and highly 
versatile means of keeping the inside separate 
from the outside. It is completely dustproof and 
protects the contents of ORTLIEB bags against 
spray water from all directions. The roll closure 
gains its stability and waterproof quality from the 
thin plastic stiffener bars sewn into the upper 
end of the material. The height or volume of 
packed bags can also be reduced by rolling up the 
material further. Those interested in maximum 
compactness are encouraged to select the model 
with the integrated valve. In the case of the 
protective covers, the roll closure is combined 
with a Velcro closure.3. QUICK-SEAL-CLOSURE:

The Quick Seal Closure allows you to quickly open 
and close your ORTLIEB bag by simply moving 
a slider along two flexible plastic profiles. The 
closure reliably protects the inside of the bag 
against dust and spray water from all directions. 
Ideal for daily use! Advice: The Quick Seal closure 
may not work properly at temperatures of less 
than -5°C/23°F.

A standard procedure (ISO 811) is commonly used to determine the degree to which a material 
or fabric is waterproof. Sometimes referred to as the hydrostatic head test, the procedure 
determines the pressure – measured by the height in millimeters of a column of water held in a 
tube above the fabric – at which the fabric begins to leak. A piece of fabric that shows no signs of 
leaking when placed under a 4,000 mm column of water is essentially capable of withstanding 
the hydrostatic pressure objects are exposed to at a submerged depth of four meters. 

WATERPROOF RATINGS: 
WHAT’S BEHIND THE  
NUMBERS?

ADVANCED BONDING METHODS

PROVEN CLOSURES
 RAINJACKET

 TENT

(water column)

What’s behind the legendary “Made in Germany” waterproof quali-
ty? We work exclusively with durable materials, advanced bonding 
methods and proven types of closures. For instance, we use high 

frequency welding to meet the highest of waterproofing specifica-
tions. This helps to distinguish ORTLIEB products as true outdoor 
champions compared to other merely sewn or glued products.
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BIKE BAGS

QL2.1
system
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IP 64

 
IP 64

DATA
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Anti
scratch

Anti
scratch

PVC
free

PAIR

PAIR

No. F5251

No. F5351

No. F5252

No. F5352

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS36C QL2.1 45/17.7 36/24 | 14.1/9.4 26/10.2 (2x)35+4/2379+244 (2x)1004/35.4

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620/PS490 QL2.1 45/17.7 36/24 | 14.1/9.4 26/10.2 (2x)35+4/2379+244 (2x)1184/41.7

BIKE BAGS

CYCLE 
THE 

WORLD.

Ready for a tour across Europe, Asia or even around the world? 
Embark on a challenging and breathtaking adventure with your bike 
loaded to a maximum. With every ounce making a difference, it’s 
a good thing that ORTLIEB bags are so lightweight. And even when 

facing a hard driving rain on a long stretch of road, you’ll have no 
reason to get discouraged because not a drop will make it into your 
bag’s interior. You’ll simply keep going onwards towards the sun.

WORLD TRAVELER

If you sometimes have trouble deciding which extra T-shirts to take 
along, or whether you should take two pairs of shoes or three, 
you may want to switch to ORTLIEB because the world’s largest 
waterproof bike bags have plenty of space for everything you need. 
The Back-Roller Pro Plus is the XL version of the popular Back-Roll-
er Plus touring bag. With a volume of 70 liters per pair, it offers 
almost twice as much stowage space. It’s also the first ORTLIEB 
Back-Roller with an additional front pocket. Although not water-
proof, the pocket is unusually practical, offering 4 liters of space 
for water bottles, sunscreen, wet things, and other items. The 
durable Codura fabric gives the bag a noble, woven-fabric look, and 
is also completely PVC-free. The proven roll closure keep the con-
tents of the inner compartment clean and dry at all times. Thanks 
to the ingenious QL2.1 system with its self-closing hooks, you can 
conveniently mount your bags on almost any bike rack. 

The largest bike bags in the world are also available in wear-resist-
ant, waterproof tarpaulin material made of polyester. They offer 
the same payload as the Plus version. The remaining features are 
identical to those of the Back-Roller Pro Classic: additional front 
pocket, proven roll closure, and ingenious QL2.1 system for a super 
convenient and secure attachment to virtually all commercially 
available bike racks. Those who hesitate owing to a lack of stowage 
space to venture off on a bike tour around the world, a European 
bike vacation or a multi-day tour with the family will definitely no 
longer have any excuses! Time to pack up and take to the road! 

OTHER PRACTICAL FEATURES:
Integrated inside pocket | shoulder strap | high luminosity reflectors on both 
sides | right and left-side mounting | tool-free adjustable QL system – fits on 
all tubes with a diameter of up 16 mm 

OTHER PRACTICAL FEATURES:
Integrated inside pocket | shoulder strap | high luminosity reflectors on both 
sides | right and left-side mounting | tool-free adjustable QL system – fits on all 
tubes with a diameter of up 16 mm 

signal red-dark chiligranite-black

red-blackasphalt-black
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BIKE BAGS

 L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS42R/PS33 QL2.1/TIZIP 72/4394 4970/69.5

No. F2045

No. F2152
No. F2087

QL2.1
system

PVC
free

Anti
scratch PAIR

QL2.1
system

 
IP 67 

IP 53

PVC
free

DATA
DATA

DATA

Anti
scratch

PVC
free PAIR

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS42R/PS33 QL2.1 40/15.7 23/32 | 9/12.6 17/6.7 (2x)19/1159 (2x)1285/45.3

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS42R/PS33 TIZIP 16.5/6.5 50/19.7 33/13 27/1648 1850/65.3

This waterproof luggage system allows experienced cyclists to carry 
all the necessities for extended touring or weekend family trips. 
Plenty of room combined with excellent comfort. Clothes can be 
stowed away crease-free in the large suitcase. Four inner pockets, 
two zippered, two internal compression straps and an outer mesh 
pocket provide plenty of possibilities to store your gear. All other 
equipment is packed in the rear panniers Bike-Tourer. Valuables 
and money are to hand in the handlebar bag Ultimate6 Plus. The 
included anti-theft device means that the panniers may be left on 
the bike, deterred from unauthorised removal. Optional accessories 
include the Outer-Pocket size S, the Bottle Cage and Mesh Pocket. 

Nothing less than a great companion, the ORTLIEB Bike-Tourer has 
been proving itself on bike tours for years – from weekend outings to 
trips around the world. Made of waterproof and abrasion-resistant nylon 
fabric, the Bike-Tourer may appear inconspicuous, but its inner qualities 
make it a true champion. This can be seen in all of the Tourer’s fea-
tures, including its sophisticated interior layout and the separate front 
compartment where you can stow things like tissues, sunscreen, keys 
and many other items you may need to access in a hurry. 
The QL2.1 system enables you to quickly and conveniently attach 
the Tourer to your bike. The shoulder strap allows you to carry the 
bag comfortably once you reach your destination. The bag’s four feet 
ensure standing stability and protection against abrasive or dirty 
surfaces. Those who need more stowage for their gear can combine 
the bag with the Travel-Biker or the Trunk-Bag. 

Those who wish to be prepared for any situation on the road 
make the right choice with the Travel-Biker. The handy suitcase is 
designed for carrying clothes; stylish clothing will arrive dry with 
minimum creases. Four internal pockets, two of which zippered, 
and two compression straps help keeping things in place. An 
outer mesh pocket and elastics on the lid offer additional room for 
extra gear. The waterproof Travel-Biker is ideal for use on touring 
or trekking bikes. With a “click” it is fixed fast and easily onto the 
rack adapter: simply slide on and click in. The Travel-Biker can be 
combined with all ORTLIEB bike panniers. Maximum capacity: 10 kg 
/ 350 oz. (check capacity of rack). 

THE TRAVEL-SET COMES WITH:
bike suitcase Travel-Biker see page 13 
| Two rear panniers Bike-Tourer with 
QL2.1 mounting set, see page 13 | 
Handlebar bag Ultimate6 Plus page 
24 | Anti-Theft Device (mounted), see 
page 91

FURTHER FEATURES:
QL2.1 mounting system for all bike racks with tube diameters of up to 16 
mm | special inserts allow you to reduce the size of the rack hooks to 12, 10 
or 8 mm | large, high-luminosity 3M Scotchlite reflectors | carrying handle

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: 
Pannier Carrying System | Outer Pocket size S | 
Anti-Theft Device | Bottle Cage | Mesh Pocket

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: 
for the version with ORTLIEB adapter 
we also offer a wider frame for the 
adapter (art.no. E199)

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: 
wider frame for the adapter (art.no. E199) | shoulder strap  
(art.no. E33)

FURTHER FEATURES:
padded carrying handle with reflective material | four base feet  

slate-black

slate-black
slate-black



BIKE-PACKER PLUS

SPORT-PACKER PLUS
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 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS36C QL2.1 42/16.5 23/32|9/12.6  22/8.7  (2x)21/1281 (2x)1100/38.8

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS36C QL2.1 40/15.7 25/9.8 14/5.5 (2x)15/915 (2x)840/29.6

QL2.1
system

QL2.1
system

 
IP 54

 
IP 54PAIR PAIRDATA DATAAnti

scratch
Anti

scratch
PVC
free

PVC
free

No. F2701 No. F4901No. F2702 No. F4902No. F2703 No. F4903No. F2704 No. F4904

BIKE BAGS

The perfect pair of bags for any adventure: you’ll be astonished at 
how much gear fits in the ORTLIEB Bike-Packer Plus! The classic 
flap closure is easy to operate and provides a maximum of stowage 
on top. The waterproof, three-dimensional front compartment 
offers additional space for many of the small items you may need 
to access quickly while en route. The durable, high quality Cordura 
fabric provides optimal protection against water, dust and abrasion. 
Thanks to the proven QL2.1 system with self-closing hooks, 
attaching the Bike-Packer Plus to your bike rack and removing it 
again is a matter of seconds. All of these features allow you to 
devote your attention to your tour and the beautiful sights to see 
along the way, no matter what the weather!

The waterproof Sport-Packer Plus made of 
tough Cordura fabric is perfectly suitable as 
lowrider pannier in the front, “small” rear 
pannier or for children’s bikes. The QL2.1 
fixing offers quick and comfortable single-
handed mounting to the rack.

FURTHER FEATURES:
QL2.1 mounting system for all bike racks with tube diameters of up to 16 
mm | special inserts allow you to reduce the size of the rack hooks to 12, 
10 or 8 mm | 3M Scotchlite reflectors | shoulder strap with carabiner hooks 
| dust guard with an easy-to-operate drawstring cord under the flap | inside 
pocket

FURTHER FEATURES:
shoulder strap with snap hook | base feet | dust/snow gasket under the lid 
with cord | inner pocket | 3M Scotchlite reflectors

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: 
Carrying System | Outer Pocket size S | Mesh 
Pocket | Bottle Cage | Anti-Theft Device | 20 mm 
hooks for QL2.1 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: 
Carrying System | Outer Pocket size S | Mesh Pocket | Bottle Cage | Anti-Theft 
Device | 20 mm hooks for QL2.1 

First Aid Kits for Cycling on  
page 149

lime-moss green signal red-dark chili denim-steel blue granite-black lime-moss green signal red-dark chili denim-steel blue granite-black
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SPORT-ROLLER PLUS
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 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS36C QL2.1 42/16.5 23/32|9/12.6 17/6.7 (2x)20/1220 (2x)840/29.6

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS36C QL2.1 30/11.8 25/9.8 14/5.5 (2x)12,5/763 (2x)720/25.4

QL2.1
system

QL2.1
system

 
IP 64

 
IP 64

PAIR

PAIR

DATA

DATA

Anti
scratch

Anti
scratch

PVC
free

PVC
free

No. F5201

No. F6201

No. F5202

No. F6202

No. F5203

No. F6203

No. F5204

No. F6204
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BIKE BAGS

THE PLUS
ON EVERY

TOUR.

Strong, streamlined and unusually practical – in Massachusetts or 
Mongolia. The ORTLIEB Back-Roller Plus is the ideal bike bag for 
those who prefer the convenience of the roll closure system. The 
durable, waterproof, dustproof, abrasion-resistant and high quality 
Cordura fabric ensures optimal protection for your gear. Equipped 
with the sophisticated QL2.1 system with self-closing hooks, the 
ORTLIEB Back-Roller Plus attaches to your bike in a flash. And 
simply use the easily detachable shoulder strap to carry your bike 
bag comfortably once you’ve arrived at your destination. Anything 
else to consider? Well, you’ll want to select your favorite from 
among the range of fashionable colors.

Sturdy and tough for rough conditions. The Sport-Roller Plus made 
of abrasion-resistant Cordura is designed for lowriders in the front 
or for the rear rack; it is also the right choice for children’s bikes. 
The handy roll closures are completely waterproof, and provide 
plenty of room for your belongings. With the QL2.1 system fixing to 
the rack is quick and easy. 

FURTHER FEATURES:
QL2.1 mounting system for all bike racks with tube diameters of up to 16 
mm | special inserts allow you to reduce the size of the rack hooks to 12,  
10 or 8 mm | 3M Scotchlite reflectors | inside pocket

FURTHER FEATURES:
3M Scotchlite reflectors | shoulder strap | integrated 
inner pocket

ADVICE: 
The Back-Roller and Sport-Roller (except City-Line models) can be combined 
with the ORTLIEB Rack-Pack on the rear rack. 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: 
Carrying System | Outer Pocket size S | Mesh Pocket | Bottle Cage | Anti-Theft 
Device | 20 mm hooks for QL2.1 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: 
Carrying System | Outer Pocket size S | Mesh Pocket | Bottle Cage | Anti-Theft 
Device | 20 mm hooks for QL2.1 

lime-moss green signal red-dark chili denim-steel blue granite-black

lime-moss green signal red-dark chili denim-steel blue granite-black



BIKE-PACKER CLASSIC SPORT-PACKER  
CLASSIC
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BIKE BAGS

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620/PS490 QL2.1 42/16.5 23/32|9/12.6 17/6.7 (2x)20/1220 (2x)1040/36.7

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620/PS490 QL2.1 40/15.7 25/9.8 14/5.5 (2x)15/915 (2x)875/30.8

QL2.1
system

QL2.1
system

 
IP 54

 
IP 54

DATA

DATA

Anti
scratch

Anti
scratch

PAIR

PAIR

No. F2601

No. F4801

No. F2602

No. F4802

No. F2603

No. F4803

Made of durable polyester fabric and long known as an ideal pan-
nier for extended tours in any kind of weather, the spacious Bike 
Packer Classic is now available with the QL2.1 rack mounting sys-
tem. The advantage of this faithful companion at your rear wheel: 
greater transport comfort, stability and safety.

FURTHER FEATURES:
shoulder strap with snap hook | base feet | dust/snow gasket under the 
lid with cord | inner pocket | 3M Scotchlite reflectors The compact size of the Sport-Packer Classic makes it the perfect 

pannier for short tours, as front pannier with additional storage 
room for the lowrider or for children bikes. Simple mounting and 
removal from the rack is guaranteed by the QL2.1 fixing.

FURTHER FEATURES:
shoulder strap with snap hook | base feet | dust/snow gasket under the 
lid with cord | inner pocket | 3M Scotchlite reflectors

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: 
carrying system | outer pocket size S | mesh pocket | bottle cage | anti-theft 
device | 20 mm hooks for QL2.1 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: 
carrying system | outer pocket size S | mesh pocket | bottle cage | anti-theft device 
| 20 mm hooks for QL2.1 

blackred-black ultramarine-black

blackred-black ultramarine-black



SPORT-ROLLER CLASSIC

BACK-ROLLER CLASSIC
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BIKE BAGS

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620/PS490 QL2.1 42/16.5 23/32|9/12.6 17/6.7 (2x)20/1220 (2x)950/33.5

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620/PS490 QL2.1 30/11.8 25/9.8 14/5.5 (2x)12,5/763 (2x)795/28.0

RAIN  
WON‘T  

STOP  
YOU.

QL2.1
system

QL2.1
system

 
IP 64

 
IP 64

DATA

DATA

Anti
scratch

Anti
scratch

PAIR

PAIR

No. F5303

No. F6303

No. F5301

No. F6301

No. F5304

No. F6304

No. F5302

No. F6302

No. F5305

No. F6305

1

2

3

Durable polyester fabric make this pannier a long lasting touring 
companion. The waterproof roll closure ensures safe and 
waterproof storage of food and equipment. With its QL2.1 fixing it 
is quickly mounted and taken off the bike rack. A shoulder strap 
provides carrying comfort when taken off the rack.

FURTHER FEATURES:
3M Scotchlite reflectors | integrated inner pocket 

ORTLIEB’s far travelled classic model made of robust polyester 
fabric is designed for lowriders in the front or for the rear rack, and 
is also suitable for children’s bikes. With its QL2.1 system it is 
quickly mounted and taken off the bike rack. 

FURTHER FEATURES:
3M Scotchlite reflectors | integrated inner pocket | shoulder straps

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: 
carrying system | outer pocket size S | mesh pocket | bottle cage | anti-theft 
device | 20 mm hooks for QL2.1 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: 
carrying system | outer pocket size S | mesh pocket | bottle cage | 
anti-theft device | 20 mm hooks for QL2.1 

black red-black

ultramarine-black yellow-black asphalt-black

black red-black

ultramarine-black yellow-black asphalt-black

ADVICE:
The Back-Roller and Sport-Roller (except  
City-Line models) can be combined with the  
ORTLIEB Rack-Pack on the rear rack for 
waterproof transport of tent, sleeping bag and 
mattress.



ULTIMATE6 PRO E

ULTIMATE 6 PRO
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HANDLEBAR BAGS
HANDLEBAR BAGS

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS36C 18/7.1 23.5/9.3 14/5.5 7/427 800/28.2

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS36C 18/7.1 23.5/9.3 14/5.5 7/427 800/28.2

 cm/in.  g/oz.

PA 15-20 / 5.9-7.9 800/28.2

 
IP 54

 
IP 54

DATA

DATA

DATA

PVC
free

PVC
free

No. F3255E

No. F3255

No. E189

Ultimate handlebar bags are typical ORTLIEB originals: handy, light 
weight bags that take lots of gear. Well thought out design, stable 
form and rigid lid keep them in shape. 

The handlebar bags can be locked to the adapter, wich is compati-
ble with KLICKfix by Rixen&Kaul. 

ULTIMATIVE TOURING FUN

CABLE ADAPTER SET FOR  
ULTIMATE6 PRO E

Make low battery power a thing of the past! The Ultimate 6 Pro 
E allows you to recharge while riding your bike. This practical 
touring handlebar bag offers the right platform, allowing you to 
operate your mobile devices (e.g. for navigation) with the power 
you generate via your hub dynamo. All you need is an appropriate 
converter that can be purchased separately. Thanks to the contacts 
integrated in the handlebar bag’s mounting device, a power 
connection is established automatically as soon as you attach the 
bag to the handlebar.

SUITABLE TRANSFORMER:
Busch + Müller light „Luxos U Lumotec IQ2“ |  
Supernova „The Plug“ | Busch + Müller „E-Werk“  
or „USB-Werk“

Cable set for USB cables for connection 
of peripherals. These cables are required 
for connection of a converter (between hub 
dynamo and mobile end device inside the 
Ultimate6 Pro E handlebar bag), such as e.g. 
Busch & Müller „E-Werk“ or „USB-Werk, or 
lights „Luxos U Lumotec IQ2“ or „The Plug“ by 
Supernova.

FURTHER FEATURES:
suitable for handlebars up to 31.8 mm. (not for carbon handlebars) | compat-
ible with the KLICKfix system by Rixen&Kaul | 3M Scotchlite reflector | large 
outer mesh pocket (not waterproof) | velcro closure | external base loops for 
straps | max. capacity 5 kg 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
Map Case | Safe-it | Extension adapter for mounting to highly curved handle-
bars | additional mounting set (e.g. for a second bike) | padded Camera Insert 
| straps for base loops | cable adapter set

The professional touring companion made from PU coated Cordura. 
GPS or other touch screen mobile devices can be safely stored 
inside the lid, and easily operated through the transparent water-
proof window. Opening the magnetic closure lid is fast, easy and 
single-handed. The main compartment is subdivided and includes 
a zippered internal valuables pocket and a key-holder snap hook. 
Padded removable Velcro dividers allow flexible positioning. The wa-
terproof bar bag can be carried with the removable shoulder strap. 
The Ultimate6 Pro offers double anti-theft protection; once fixed to 
the handlebar the lid can be locked with a single turn of the key and 
the bag itself is locked to the adapter with the integrated lock.

FURTHER FEATURES:
suitable for handlebars up to 31.8 mm. (not for carbon handlebars) | 
compatible with the KLICKfix system by Rixen&Kaul | 3M Scotchlite reflector 
| large outer mesh pocket (not waterproof) | Velcro closure | external base 
loops for straps | max. capacity 5 kg

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
Map Case | Safe-it | Extension adapter for mounting to highly curved handle-
bars | E-bike mounting set | padded Camera Insert | straps for base loops

black

black

black



ULTIMATE 6 PLUS

ULTIMATE 6 S PLUS

SY
ST

EM
 V

ID
EO

SY
ST

EM
 V

ID
EO

 
IP 54

 
IP 54

DATA

DATA

PVC
free

PVC
free

M | No. F3160

No. F3651

M | No. F3161

No. F3652

M | No. F3162

No. F3653

M | No. F3163
L  | No. F3232

No. F3654

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS36C M 21/8.3 23.5/9.3 14/5.5 7/427 740/26.1

PS36C L 21/8.3 23.5/9.3 17/6.7 8.5/519 760/26.8

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS36C 16/6.3 28/11.0 18,5/7.2 5/305 606/21.3
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HANDLEBAR BAGS

This waterproof handlebar bag is the perfect storage for maps, 
papers, wallet etc. The Ultimate6 Plus made from PU coated 
Cordura fabric offers plenty of space for valuables.
Once attached to the handlebar, a single turn of the key prevents 
the lid from being opened and the bag from being taken off the 
mounting. The removable internal dividers allow flexible design of 
the interior.  
The magnetic lid is easy to operate, opened single-handedly and it 
locks almost automatically.

If you’re on the lookout for a more compact handlebar bag, you may 
want to consider the ORTLIEB Ultimate6 S Plus. Made of durable, 
water-resistant Cordura fabric and sporting a 5-liter payload, the 
bag gives you the space you need for the things you want to be able 
to access in a hurry. The transparent flap compartment with an 
internal dimension of 22 x 10 cm offers you an entirely waterproof 
and easy-access space for your smartphone, GPS device, map 
and other items. And, yes, you can also operate your touchscreen 
devices through the plastic cover. You can easily open and close 
the magnetic clasp with one hand. Thanks to the detachable 
shoulder straps, you can transform your handlebar bag into a 
practical shoulder bag whenever you like. You can also lock the flap 
of the bag and the handlebar mount for maximum security. 

FURTHER FEATURES:
suitable for handlebars up to 31.8 mm. or conical handlebars (not for 
carbon handlebars) | mounting is compatible with the KLICKfix system by 
Rixen&Kaul | 3M Scotchlite reflector on front | small reflector on mounting 
block | max. capacity 5 kg

FURTHER FEATURES:
Lockable mount with two keys | suitable for handlebars with a tube diameter 
of up to 31.8 mm | mount compatible with the ORTLIEB E-Bike-Adapter and 
the KLICKfix by Rixen&Kaul | inside zippered compartment with key carabiner 
for stowing valuables | ventilation slits in the flap compartment to prevent 
device overheating | front reflector made of 3M Scotchlite Reflective Material 
| additional small reflector on the mount block | 5-kg maximum load 

signal red-dark chili

signal red-dark chili

lime-moss green

lime-moss green

granite-black

granite-black

denim-steel blue

denim-steel blue

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
Map Case | Safe-it | Extension adapter for mounting to highly curved handle-
bars | E-bike mounting set | padded Camera Insert

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
Map Case | Safe-it | Extension adapter for mounting to highly curved handle-
bars | E-bike mounting set



ULTIMATE 6 CLASSIC

SY
ST

EM
 V

ID
EO

 
IP 54DATA

M | No. F3113

M | No. F3110 M | No. F3111

M | No. F3114

M | No. F3112

M | No. F3115
L  | No. F3203

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620/PS490 M 21/8.3 23.5/9.3 14/5.5 7/427 710/25.0

PD620/PS490 L 21/8.3 23.5/9.3 17/6.7 8.5/519 730/25.7

ULTIMATE 6 S CLASSIC

SY
ST

EM
 V

ID
EO

 
IP 54DATA

No. F3601 No. F3602 No. F3603 No. F3604

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620/PS490 16/6.3 28/11.0 18,5/7.2 5/305 664/23.4
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HANDLEBAR BAGS

BLACK ‘N‘
WHITE LINE

SEE PAGE  87

A must for any bike tour! The Ultimate6 Classic is made from water-
proof polyester fabric and is the basic piece for every touring biker. 
The lockable reinforced lid with magnetic closure and the lockable 
ORTLIEB mounting set ensure stability and safety. Once fixed to 
the handlebar both lid and bag can be secured single-handedly. 
Wallet, ID and keys are stored safely inside the zippered valuables 
compartment or key snap-hook. Removable shoulder strap.

FURTHER FEATURES:
suitable for handlebars up to 31.8 mm. or conical handlebars (not for carbon 
handlebars) | mounting is compatible with the KLICKfix system by Rixen&Kaul | 
3M Scotchlite reflector on front | small reflector on mounting block | max. 
capacity 5 kg

Made of durable and waterproof polyester fabric, the ORTLIEB 
Ultimate6 S Classic is a compact handlebar bag. With a 5-liter 
payload, the bag offers you plenty of space for your valuables and 
everything else you need to be able to access quickly while out for 
a ride. The transparent and waterproof flap compartment with an 
internal dimension of 22 x 10 cm makes for a highly convenient 
space to put your smartphone, GPS device, map and other items. 
You can also operate your touchscreen devices through the plastic 
cover. And opening and closing the bag with one hand is a snap 
thanks to the magnetic clasp. The detachable shoulder strap allows 
you to transform your handlebar bag into a shoulder bag when you 
arrive at your destination. And go ahead and lock the handlebar 
mount and the flap of the Ultimate6 S for greater security. 

FURTHER FEATURES:
Lockable mount with two keys | suitable for handlebars with a tube diameter 
of up to 31.8 mm | mount compatible with the ORTLIEB E-Bike-Adapter and 
the KLICKfix by Rixen&Kaul | inside zippered compartment with key carabiner 
for stowing valuables | ventilation slits in the flap compartment to prevent 
device overheating | front reflector made of 3M Scotchlite Reflective Material 
| additional small reflector on the mount block | 5-kg maximum load 

white-black

red-black

red-black

black

black

yellow-black

yellow-black

ultramarine-black

ultramarine-black

asphalt-black

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
Map Case | Safe-it | Extension adapter for mounting to highly curved  
handlebars | E-bike mounting set

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
Map Case | Safe-it | Extension adapter for mount-
ing to highly curved handlebars | E-bike mounting 
set | padded Camera Insert



ULTIMATE 6 COMPACT
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HANDLEBAR BAGS

PVC
free

 
IP 64

PVC
free

PVC
free

DATADATA

DATA

No. F95No. F1402

No. F1451

transparent

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

EPP 21,5/8.4 26/10.2 13/5.1 3/183 94/3.3

Inner dimensions 17/6.6 21/8.2 9/3.5

 cm/in.  cm/in.  g/oz.

PF15 28/11.0 27/10.6 84/2.9

 g/oz.

PA 90/3.1

 
IP 53DATA

No. F3309

No. F3306 No. F3307

No. F3310

No. F3308

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS36C PVC-free 20/7.9  14/17 5.5/6.7 8/3.1 2.7/165 538/19.0

PD620/PS490 20/7.9  14/17 5.5/6.7 8/3.1 2.7/165 568/20.0

PVC
free

Ideal for short distances. This compact handlebar bag model with 
lid closure can even be used as handbag. Ultralight and suitable 
for all handlebars. Mounting Set included. With integrated, flat 
mounting plate on the back.

The multifunctional two part mounting support creates additional 
space on the handlebar, e.g. for light, speedo, navigation device or 
e-bike display. The set consists of a left and right support; it can be 
mounted as a pair (e.g. required for Bosch e-bike displays) or indi-
vidually. The supports are adjustable in height and allow simultane-
ous use of a battery light and an Ultimate handlebar bag.

A cool idea for hot days: the dimensionally stable, lightweight insert 
made of EPP (expanded polypropylene) transforms your ORTLIEB 
Ultimate6 M handlebar bag into a compact icebox for your bike. 
The innovative, food-safe material of the insulating box keeps your 
break-time snacks and beverages cool and fresh while you’re out 
on summer bike tours. And don’t forget to stow your smartphone in 
the box to protect it from the heat. 

If you like to use good old-fashioned maps on your bike tours, 
then the waterproof map case with roll-Velcro closure will be a 
welcome accessory for your ORTLIEB Ultimate handlebar bag. Use 
the attachment set to attach your map case to your Ultimate bag 
in seconds. You can even turn and fold the map. And when you’ve 
reached your destination, you can continue to use the map to chart 
your course no matter what the weather. 

SUPPORT FOR HANDLEBAR BAG 
MOUNTING SET

MAP CASE FOR ULTIMATE

FURTHER FEATURES:
Suitable for the Ultimate6 M Plus and Classic |  
outstanding insulating properties  

FURTHER FEATURES:
Attachment set | compatible with all Ultimate handlebar bags (except for the 
Ultimate Compact) | transparent front and rear cover made of tear-resistant 
and UV-resistant polyurethane | internal dimension: 28 x 27 cm | suitable for 
all standard map formats  

black

black

ocean blue-black white-black

red-blackgranite-black lime-black



SAFE-IT

PVC
freeDATA

 cm/in.  cm/in.  g/oz.

Nylon M 10/3.9 28./11.0 50/1.8

Nylon L 10/3.9 30.5/12.0 60/2.1

ULTIMATE6 PRO E:ULTIMATE 6:

PVC
free

PVC
free

PVC
free

PVC
free

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

No. E185

No. E207

No. E196

No. E165

No. F1420

M | No. F3903
L  | No. F3904

 g/oz.

PA 140/4.9

 g/oz.

PA 150/5.3

 g/oz.

PA 170/6.0

 g/oz.

PA 100/3.5
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HANDLEBAR BAGS

PVC
freeDATA

No. F94

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  g/oz.

nylon 17/6.7 24/9.4 14/5.5 190/6.7

Inner dimensions 12/4.7 22/8.7 13/5.1

 
IP 64

PVC
freeDATA

S     | No. D2101
M    | No. D2111
L     | No. D2121
XL   | No. D2131
XXL | No. D2141

S     | No. D2102
M    | No. D2112
L     | No. D2122
XL   | No. D2132
XXL | No. D2142

 cm/in.  cm/in.  g/oz.

PS33/PF15 S 14/5.5 7,5/2.9 14/0.4

PS33/PF15 M 16/6.2 8/3.1 16/0.5

PS33/PF15 L 18/7.0 9,5/3.7 22/0.7

PS33/PF15 XL 21/8.2 14/5.5 34/1.1

PS33/PF15 XXL 25/9.2 17/6.6 44/1.5

S M XLL XXL

Adapter for fixing ORTLIEB handlebar bags and baskets and all 
bags and baskets featuring the KLICKfix system by Rixen&Kaul. 
The fixing cord allows easy and quick mounting to almost any 
handlebar. The integrated lock secures the bag to the handlebar. 
Additionally the lid of Ultimate6 models Classic, Plus and Pro can 
also be locked. Reflector on the mounting block for safety in traffic. 
Attention: unsuitable for carbon handlebars. Maximum capacity 
including bag is 5 kg/ 105 oz. including set of two keys.

Many e-bike owners are well-acquainted with this problem: bags 
and baskets that can’t be attached to the handlebar because 
the e-bike display is in the middle of the handlebar. The ORTLIEB 
E-Bike Mounting Set comes to your assistance without forcing you 
to relocate the display. The lockable adapter is mounted to the 
handlebars with the proven cable fastener. This gives you a theft-
proof way of attaching your ORTLIEB handlebar bags and baskets 
despite the display. The fastener is made for attachments of up to 
5 kg.  

Ideal if you need your camera 
equipment or binoculars right 
with you, but at the same time 
safely protected. The padded 
camera insert made of nylon 
is simply inserted into the Ulti-
mate2-6 models (M and L), and 
converts your handlebar bag 
into a professional camera bag. 
Formfit storage of photo, video 
or optical equipment. 

The padded divider for your Ultimate5 or Ultimate6 handlebar bag 
allows you to prevent the contents of your bag from getting all mixed 
up while you’re out for a ride. All of your items stay in their assigned 
compartments, saving you the trouble of having to look for what you 
need. The divider comes with all Ultimate6 Plus models and can be 
purchased separately for use in all Classic versions. Available for 
bags in sizes M and L.

The ORTLIEB handlebar bags and baskets can also be mounted to 
strongly bent comfort bars such as Modolo or Humpert by using the 
extension adapter between the mounting set and the handlebar. 
Usable only in combination with the lockable mounting sets (E164 
& E185).

MOUNTING SET FOR  
HANDLEBAR BAGS

E-BIKE MOUNTING SET 

EXTENSION ADAPTER

PADDED CAMERA INSERT

INTERNAL DIVIDER

SAFE-IT ATTACHMENT SET 

Need a reliable means of navigation while out on your bike and no 
matter what the weather? Thanks to its transparent sleeve and 
proven roll closure, the Safe-it protects your smartphones, tablets 
or GPS devices against the rain, spray water and dust, allowing you 
to continue operating them, including the side buttons, despite the 
inclement weather. Use the attachment set to conveniently attach 
your Safe-it-protected device to your ORTLIEB Ultimate handlebar 
bag and your bike navigation system will be all set to guide you to 
your destination. 

The perfect addition to your Safe-it protective sleeve in sizes S to 
XL. The attachment set allows you to quickly attach your mobile 
devices and maps, in their cozy waterproof sleeves, to any Ultimate 
handlebar bag (except for the Ultimate Compact). The set consists 
of four hooks and adjustable elastic cords. A smart solution ready 
for any weather and terrain!

FURTHER FEATURES:
Tear-resistant, UV-resistant polyurethane | protection against dirt, scratches 
and liquids | adjustable drawstring cord | transparent window on rear for 
cameras | lightweight design | sizes S and M come with straps for attach-
ment to belts and backpacks | suitable for mounting your Safe-it to all 
Ultimate handlebar bags (except for the Ultimate Compact) when used in 
combination with an attachment set (Article No. F1420)

Press the following link for a chart of device sizes and matching Safe-it 
sizes: www.tinyurl.com/hgw2hat

FURTHER FEATURES:
Suitable for all handlebar diame-
ters up to 31.8 mm | duplicate set 
of keys | mount compatible with 
products by Rixen&Kaul (KLICKfix 
System) | bags can be locked to the 
handlebar with the integrated lock | 
additional safety in traffic thanks to 
the reflective material on the mount 
block

black

black

black

black

black

black

grey

black-transparent lime-transparent



BIKEPACKING

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS21R 20/7.8 58/22.8 20/7.8 15/915 420/14.8

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS21R 17/6.6 30/11.8 5/1.9 3,5/213 204/7.1

 
IP 64

 
IP 64DATA DATAPVC

free
PVC
free

No. F9921 No. F9951

HANDLEBAR-PACK

ACCESSORY-PACK
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WATER- 
PROOF.
TOUGH.
ULTRA-
LIGHT.BIKEPACKING

slate slate

Indispensable if you’re planning to spend nights in the great out-
doors while on your bikepacking tour, the ORTLIEB Handlebar-Pack 
is a waterproof pack with 15 liters of space for your sleeping bag 
and sleeping pad. It also helps to ensure a balanced pack and load 
distribution on your bike. Thanks to the two-sided roll closures, you 
can easily access your stuff at any time. Compression belts and 
drawstrings on the outside enable you to stow and attach addi-
tional equipment. If you need extra volume, use the four hooks to 
attach the Accessory-Pack to the Handlebar-Pack. 
The mounting system, consisting of spacers and two straps with 
ultra-strong Velcro closures, ensures a stable attachment to any 
handlebar type. Integrated plastic stiffeners on the inside of the 
handlebar pack and an attachment fixture for the head tube provide 
reliable stability in any terrain.

What should you do with all those small, but important extras on your 
bikepacking tour? The best place to put your snacks, smartphone, 
rain slicker and other items is in your ORTLIEB Accessory-Pack. This 
convenient volume expander for your Handlebar-Pack keeps your 
things secure, absolutely waterproof and quickly accessible at all 
times. Use the metal hooks to securely attach the Accessory-Pack to 
the four points of attachment on the Handlebar-Pack. 
And if you don’t plan on spending the night outdoors and don’t 
need your Handlebar-Pack, you can still use your Accessory-Pack as 
a handlebar bag thanks to its pre-mounted Velcro straps. You can 
even use the carrying strap to transform the lightweight bag into a 
shoulder or hip bag.

FURTHER FEATURES:
Also suitable for carbon handlebars | straps with Velcro closures for easy 
mounting | lightweight design | high-luminosity 3M Scotchlite reflectors FURTHER FEATURES:

Also suitable for carbon handlebars | lightweight design

BIKEPACKING IS AN OUTDOOR ADVENTURE THAT STARTS 
WHERE BIKE TOURING STOPS: AT THE END OF PAVED ROADS.

If you want to feel simultaneously free and at home in nature, the 
combination of biking and sleeping outdoors is just the thing for 
you. What you need: a gravel grinder, a mountain bike or fatbike, a 
thirst for adventure, and light baggage. The bikepacking equipment 
from ORTLIEB lets you set off immediately – for a long day‘s excur-
sion, an overnight trip, or a multi-day tour. With the different packs, 
you can quickly store everything you need over the whole bicycle 
so that it is compact and absolutely watertight. Longer distances? 
Varied terrain? No problem at all! Thanks to the low overall weight, 
you will be sportily on the move and can fully satisfy your thirst for 
adventure.



SPONSORING

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS21R 64/25.1 30/11.8 22/8.6 8-16.5/488-915 456/16.0

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS21R 24/9.4 40/15.7 6/2.3 4/244 186/6.5

PS21R 29/11.4 50/19.6 6/2.3 6/366 232/8.1

 
IP 64

 
IP 67DATA DATAPVC

free
PVC
free

No. F9901
4L | No. F9971
6L | No. F9972

SEAT-PACK

FRAME-PACK
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All systems go for your next bikepacking adventure! Conveniently 
mount the ORTLIEB Seat-Pack to your seatpost with the help of 
two extra strong Velcro straps. In addition to its other duties, the 
seatpost bag serves as a fender in off-road terrain. The spacious, 
waterproof Seat-Pack keeps your extra clothes dry. Go ahead and 
dial in the pack’s volume from 8 to 16.5 liters via the roll closure on 
the side to meet your stowage needs. Use the convenient compres-
sion valve to make your pack even more compact. 
And what should you do with your jacket on those uphill stretches? 
Simply stow it under the quick-access, X-link restraining cord on the 
top of the pack. And once you arrive at your destination, you can 
use the Seat-Pack as an ideal replacement backpack, no matter 
whether you’re out with a cross bike, mountain bike, road bike or 
electric mountain bike. 
Note: You’ll need 20 cm of free space on your seatpost to mount 
the Seat-Pack. 

Bikepacking is also about embracing minimalism. You head off on 
your bike into the great outdoors, away from it all for an extended 
period. The amount of gear you can take is limited! The ORTLIEB 
Frame-Pack allows you to exploit your bike frame to create valuable 
stowage. Thanks to its lower center of gravity below your top tube, 
the Frame-Pack makes for an ideal stowage location for heavy gear 
such as tools, camping stoves and food supplies. 
The proven, waterproof nylon fabric and the waterproof zipper ensure 
that your things remain absolutely dry even in the most inclement of 
weather. Mounting the Frame-Pack with the ultra-strong Velcro straps 
to the top tube, seat tube and down tube is a snap. The Frame-Pack 
is available in a 4-liter size and a 6-liter size – depending on the size 
of your bike frame. FURTHER FEATURES:

Also suitable for carbon seatposts | lightweight design | four 3M Scotchlite 
reflectors for various roll volumes

- THE JAPANESE ODYSSEY -
“When it Rains in Japan”

I had just arrived at the airport in Hamburg after finishing an as-
signment and was waiting for my luggage when my telephone rang. 
It was someone by the name of Timo at Pelago Bicycles in Finland. 
“Carlos?” he said, before continuing, “Listen, we’ve never met be-
fore, but I like your photos. How would you like to ride the Japanese 
Odyssey for us?” “Me?” I responded. “I’ve never ridden more than 
190 km in a single day. And not much in the way of elevation! When 
does it start?”

It wasn’t long before I was stepping off a plane in Tokyo with my 
buddy Philipp. We had flown to Japan to ride the whole stretch of 
the Odyssey, from Tokyo to Osaka with a total of 11 checkpoints, 
2,294 kilometers and a cumulative elevation gain of 47,400 me-
ters. What we didn’t know when we set out was that our adventure 
would include an encounter with 2 typhoons, 8 days of incessant 
rain, streets that existed on only on maps and, on the rewarding 
side, the truly gracious hospitality of the Japanese. Every one of the 
1,508 kilometers and the 30,500 meters of elevation we wound 
up riding shifted the focus of our tour away from our original plan. 
Instead of seeing the country pass by us on the left and right while 
riding at a good clip, we immersed ourselves in the culture and 
explored the remotest regions of the country. The start in Tokyo 
was auspicious enough. All 21 riders met at the Nihonbashi Bridge, 
which marks the point from which all distances to the capital are 
measured. We cruised through the streets and suburbs of Tokyo. 
Then we headed out for what would be 6-day tour through the “Jap-
anese Alps”. The rain started the very first night – and didn’t stop. 
It fell incessantly from the heavens and soaked everything  
we didn’t stow in our bags. 

It seemed to underscore the theme of the Japanese Odyssey itself: 
“Be prepared!” Our raingear advanced to the status our new best 
friend. That first typhoon passed over just southwest of the main 
island, but left us to continue along our route for a few days in a 
light drizzle. The next typhoon greeted us shortly after in Tokushima 
and accompanied us almost until the end of our tour. That’s when 
it happened. We were on an off-road stretch of the way with dusk 
approaching, around 45 km from the next city. I heard a cracking 
sound, looked down with a sinking feeling and saw that I had 
snapped off my derailleur. End of the road with a long way to go! 
What then happened is referred to by hikers and bikepackers as 
“trail magic”. An older couple appeared along the route. After some 
initial skepticism about us two battle-weary and musty smelling bik-
ers, they placed a telephone call and put us in touch with Makoto, 
a 25-year-old, especially helpful resident of the next village. Makato 
took us in, fed us and gave us a room to sleep in. By a stroke of 
luck and Japanese hospitality, we had avoided a cold, wet night in 
the middle of nowhere. The next day, after deciding that our bike 
journey had come to an end, we hitched a ride to Uwajima, the 
nearest big city. With a sense of satisfaction, we realized that we 
had immersed ourselves deeper in Japanese culture than we had 
ever dreamed possible. From Uwajima, we went on to Osaka, the 
final checkpoint of the Japanese Odyssey where we met the other 
riders for a big celebration. It turned out to be a long night.
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SPORT CYCLING
SPORT CYCLING

GET  
ON THE 
TRAIL.

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS42R TIZIP 51/20 30/11.8 22/8.7 31/1892 1200/42.3

 
IP 64

PVC
freeDATA

No. R4901 No. R4902 No. R4903

TREKKING
BACKPACKS

SEE PAGE  103

Crossing the alps by mountain bike is a unique experience. And 
if your plans include the well designed backpack MountainX 31, 
your trip is guaranteed to be a success. The MountainX 31 is 
made of durable PU-coated nylon waterproof roll top closure, and 
a waterproof zip in the centre. The removable inner compartment 

sheet divides the interior in two sections, e.g. for clean and dirty 
equipment. The padded back carrying system with ventilation 
channels and padded waist strap ensures sufficient ventilation and 
carrying comfort.

FURTHER FEATURES:
waterproof removable outer pocket for fixing of helmet, clothing or first aid 
kit (not included) | fixing for optional rear light | reflectors | sealing port for 
hydration tube (up to 10.5 mm diameter) | two lateral neoprene pockets 
e.g. for drinking bottles (not waterproof) | emergency whistle on ergonomic 
shoulder strap with chest strap | loops for fixing gear | padded waist strap

slate signal red ocean blue



AIRFLEX 11

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS21R/PS42 42/16.5 26/10.2 12/4.7 11/671 650/20.9

 
IP 64DATA PVC

free

No. R5604 No. R5605 No. R5606 No. R5607

LESS
IS MORE.
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SPORT CYCLING

The first trip will prove it: this backpack makes your life lighter! 
Compact design and 11 liter packing volume make the AirFlex 11 
a full featured yet sleek and waterproof pack with convenient roll 
closure. The Flex-Wire system with comfortable padding offers real 
carrying comfort. The adjustable compression cord serves for fixing 

a bike helmet or light jacket. Two outer pockets (not waterproof) 
offer space for small items which should be quickly accessible. 
Two reflectors ensure good visibility in the dark. The AirFlex 11 also 
features a fixing loop for a rear light.

FURTHER FEATURES:
removable valuables pocket | snap hook for keys | space for optional hydra-
tion system

ocean blue-black slate-black lime-black signal red-black
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SPORT CYCLING

 
IP 67

 
IP 67

DATA
DATA  

IP 64
PVC
free

No. R5504

S | No. F9501

M | No. F9521

S | No. F9502

M | No. F9522

S | No. F9503

M | No. F9523

S | No. F9504

M | No. F9524

No. R5505 No. R5506 No. R5507

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS33 TIZIP 44/17.3 25/9.8 22/8.7 13/793 700/24.5

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS21R/PS36C S 8/3.1 26/10.2 14/5.5 1.5/92 244/8.6

PS21R/PS36C M 14/5.5 35/13.8 15/5.9 4/244 425/15.0

Versatile and lightweight: one simple tool free manoeuvre is all it 
takes to fix or remove the waterproof Seatpost-Bag made of PU coa-
ted nylon and Cordura. The integrated mounting allows quick change 
from bike to bike. The roll closure with elastics ensures safe closing 
of the bag and allows tight packing. The Seatpost-Bag is available in 
two sizes, the 1.5 litres version being suitable as additional bag for 
longer trips, the 4 litres model might even replace a backpack. Both 
versions will protect the rider from splashes and dirt.

FURTHER FEATURES:
individually adjustable ratchet closure compatible 
with seat post diameters from 25.4 mm to 34.9 
mm (not suitable for carbon fibre posts) | size 
M (4 liters): 2 integrated mesh pockets and 
elastic top strap for fixing additional equipment 
| 3M Scotchlite reflector | fixing for rear light | 
maximum carry weight size S = 1.5 kg size  
M = 2.5 kg

The minimalist design and weight make this a pack you can carry 
all day long. Though the Cor13 has no external frame, it is very 
comfortable. The padded back with ventilation channels provides 
efficient air circulation. The anatomically contoured shoulder straps 
and chest strap are individually adjustable, and keep the pack close 
to your body. The waterproof nylon fabric is extremely abrasion 
resistant and gives the pack its low weight (only 700 g/24.5 oz.). 
Helmets may be stowed under the adjustable and removable front 
flap with large reflective print. The main compartment houses a 
sewn-in organizer for the inclusion of an optional hydration system. 
It goes without saying that the Cor13 is well suited for hiking and 
ski tours. Snowboarders can fix their board under the front flap, and 
will enjoy the Cor’s perfect fit during freeriding.

FURTHER FEATURES:
waterproof TIZIP zipper | zipped 
valuables pocket inside flap (not 
waterproof!) | sealable aperture 
for hydration tube | tube clip on 
shoulder strap | key ring inside black black-ocean blue black-red black-white

slate-black ocean blue-black lime-black signal red-black



MICRO

MICRO (INTEGRATED 
CLIP SYSTEM)

SADDLE-BAG
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SPORT CYCLING

 
IP 64DATA PVC

free

S | No. F9401
M | No. F9431
L  | No. F9461

S | No. F9402
M | No. F9432
L  | No. F9462

S | No. F9403
M | No. F9433
L  | No. F9463

S | No. F9404
M | No. F9434
L  | No. F9464

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS21/PS21R S 9/3.5 12/4.7 7/11|2.8/4.3 0.8/49 210/7.4

PS21/PS21R M 9/3.5 14/5.5 7/12|2.8/4.7 1.3/79 250/8.8

PS21/PS21R L 10/3.9 23/9.1 7/16|2.8/6.3 2.7/165 330/11.6

 
IP 64DATA PVC

free

No. F9651 No. F9652 No. F9653 No. F9656

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS21/PS21R 12/4.7 11/4.3 8/3.1 0.6/37 140/4.5

No. F965101

 
IP 64DATA PVC

free

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS21/PS21R 12/4.7 11/4.3 8/3.1 0.6/37 140/4.5

ORTLIEB’s classic seat bag is available in three sizes, depending 
on the type of tour. The small version with 0.8 L/49 cu.in. is an 
excellent fit for road applications, while the medium is perfect for 
mountain bikers. Size L is a true alternative to carrying a backpack, 
providing room for equipment, snacks, extra shells and tools for long 
day tours. It tucks in nicely under the saddle, and often functions as 

protector on bikes without fenders.  
The additional fixation with Velcro‚ around the seat post provides 
firm and vibration-free mounting. The waterproof roll closure features 
buckles and D-rings for locking the bag. The mounting set is also 
availabe as accessory.

If all you need are the bare essentials, then grab the Saddle-Bag Micro 
and get on your bike. The roll closure with elastic bungees makes it 
waterproof. Two screws make for a simple fix. An ultralight Saddle-Bag 
with minimal dimensions. With the click closure, it‘s a breeze to quick-
ly add or remove from under the seat with just one hand. The perfect 
Saddle-Bag for cyclists looking for minimal weight.

FOR SELLE ROYAL SADDLES:
The waterproof and super lightweight Micro Integrated Clip System 
saddlebag was designed for high performance outings on your racing 
bike or mountain bike. The Micro Integrated Clip System is outfitted 
for use with the Selle Royal Integrated Clip System. This means that 
you can quickly and conveniently attach it to all saddles that are 
also outfitted for the Integrated Clip System system. With a 0.6-liter 
payload, the Micro Integrated Clip System offers plenty of space 
for a replacement tube, a repair kit, energy bars and a rain jacket. 
The roll closure, with its rubber drawstrings, allows you to keep the 
bag especially compact and close to the saddle. A high luminosity 
reflector enhances your safety at dusk and after nightfall.

FURTHER FEATURES:
3M Scotchlite reflector | alternative strap fastening set available as  
accessory

FURTHER FEATURES:
lightweight PU-coated nylon fabric | 3M Scotchlite reflector | mounting set 
e.g. for a second bike (art.no. E97) separately available

ADVICE:
Please refer to www.selleroyal.com for more information about saddles 
with the Integrated clip system | The Micro Integrated clip system’s tilt is 
adjustable.

slate-black ocean blue-black lime-black signal red-black

slate-black green-lime signal red-orange ocean blue-blue

slate-black



OFFICE-BAG  
QL3.1 & QL2.1
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OFFICE BAGS

BIKE
TO

WORK.

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS36C L/QL3.1 30/11.8 40/15.7 17/6.7 21/1282 1750/61.8

PS36C M/QL2.1 30/11.8 40/15.7 10/3.9 13/793 1470/51.9

PS36C L/QL2.1 30/11.8 40/15.7 17/6.7 21/1282 1730/61.5

QL2.1 M | No. F71402
QL2.1 L  | No. F70704

QL3.1 L | No. F70726

QL2.1 L | No. F70707

QL3.1 L | No. F70728

QL2.1 L | No. F70706

QL3.1 L | No. F70727

 
IP 64

QL3.1
systemDATA PVC

free
QL2.1
system

QL2.1
system

Anti
scratch

Anti
scratch

QL3.1
system

BLACK ‘N‘
WHITE LINE

SEE PAGE  89

The waterproof bike briefcase with roll closure can be mounted 
on the right or left side of the rack. It can be quickly mounted and 
easily taken off the rack single-handed. The Office-Bag offers room 
for two large DIN A4 files (size L), office supplies, mobile etc. With 
the padded Notebook Sleeve (available as extra accessory) it is a 
perfect laptop bag (up to 15.4“). Two large 3M Scotchlite reflectors 
and a reflective ORTLIEB logo (except silver version of PD620 
fabric) ensure safety in the dark and in bad weather conditions. 
Edge protectors and base feet on the rear and bottom ensure 
optimal protection of the bag. It features a padded shoulder strap 
for comfortable transport. The bag is available in two versions: with 
QL2.1 or QL3.1 mounting system. Please find detailed information 
on mounting systems on pages 8.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
anti-theft device for QL2.1 | 20mm QL2.1 hooks | QL3.1 mounting set | 
padded Notebook Sleeve see page 58

But a solution on how to get comfortably to work by bike with 
all your necessities. Laptop, files and documents are stowed 
away nice and clean, and hooked onto your rack. Everything will 
arrive dry and clean, even when it is raining. 

NO, ORTLIEB DID NOT  
REINVENT THE WHEEL!

black

black

denim-steel blue

denim-steel blue

granite-black

granite-black



DOWNTOWN QL3.1 & QL2.1

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620/PS620C QL3.1 36/14.2 36/14.2 14/5.5 18/1098 1550/54

PD620/PS620C QL2.1 36/14.2 36/14.2 14/5.5 18/1098 1500/53

QL3.1 | No. F7327
QL2.1 | No. F7311

QL3.1 | No. F7328
QL2.1 | No. F7312

QL3.1 | No. F7329
QL2.1 | No. F7313

 
IP 53

QL3.1
systemDATA QL2.1

system
Anti

scratch
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QL2.1
system

Anti
scratch

QL3.1
system

GO
DOWN
TOWN.BLACK ‘N‘

WHITE LINE

SEE PAGE  88

The Downtown is a reliable companion on your tour through the 
morning or evening rushhour. The waterproof bike briefcase provides 
secure cargo carrying plus reliable protection of files, documents 
and laptops up to 15.4“. A hands-free way to carry your everyday 
digital and off line essentials, this waterproof bike briefcase with 
lid closure can be quickly mounted and taken off the rack single-
handed. It features an extra wide padded shoulder strap and 
additional carry handle for comfortable transport. Edge protectors 

and base feet on the rear and bottom ensure optimal protection of 
the bag. Two large 3M Scotchlite reflectors and a reflective ORTLIEB 
logo and handle ensure safety in the dark and in bad conditions. 
Downtown can be mounted on the right or left side of the rack. 
The bag is available in two versions: with QL2.1 or QL3.1 mounting 
system. Please find detailed information on mounting systems on 
pages 8 and 9.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
anti-theft device for QL2.1 | 20mm QL2.1 hooks | QL3.1 mounting set | 
padded Notebook Sleeve on page 58

aubergine-blacklime-black ocean blue-black



COMMUTER  
DAYPACK CITY

COURIER-BAG CITY
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CITY BAGS
CITY BAGS

 
IP 64DATA PVC

free

No. R4101 No. R4102 No. R4103

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS33 50/19.7 30/11.8 15,5/6.1 21/1281 710/25

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS33 M 29/11.4 38/15.0 16/6.3 11/671 756/26.7

PS33 L 32/12.6 46/18.1 18/7.1 18/1098 958/33.8

M | No. K8411
L  | No. K8461

M | No. K8413
L  | No. K8463

M | No. K8412
L  | No. K8462

 
IP 53DATA PVC

free

dark chili

Plenty of space for your day at the office – no matter whether your 
office is in a meadow, a café or an old factory building on the other 
side of town. The ORTLIEB Commuter Daypack City is a waterproof 
city backpack made of lightweight, durable nylon fabric. With its 
roll closure, its large main compartment and its padded notebook 
compartment, it provides a secure place for your documents 
and other gear no matter what the weather. And thanks to its 
outstanding carrying comfort, it’s always a pleasant companion to 
take along. 

Courier-style shoulder bag – ideal for people who regularly use their 
bikes to get where they have to go. The innovative strap concept 
allows you to conveniently turn the bag into a slip-safe backpack. 
The padded back of the bag provides extra carrying comfort. The 
large flap cover with its Velcro closure and additional snap buckles 
is especially practical. Available in two sizes. 

FURTHER FEATURES:
Reinforced underside | air-permeable shoulder straps | back padding with 
ventilation channels | removable breast and waist straps | zippered front 
pocket (not waterproof) | loops for rear light and U-lock | reflective yarn and 
reflective logo for more protection at night 

FURTHER FEATURES:
Organizer with notebook sub-compartment | inside pocket for mobile devices 
(7.9” and 10”) | loop for optional rear light

black steel blue

black steel blue moss green



VELOCITYREPORTER-BAG CITY

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS33 TIZIP/M 27/10.6 39/15.4 15.5/6.1 11/671 816/28.8

PS33 TIZIP/L 29/11.4 46/18.1 17.5/6.9 17/1037 984/34.7

M | No. K7911
L  | No. K7961

M | No. K7913
L  | No. K7963

M | No. K7912
L  | No. K7962

 
IP 67DATA PVC

free
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CITY BAGS

 
IP 64DATA

No. R4006No. R4003

No. R4009

No. R4005

No. R4011 No. R4012

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620/PS620C 47/18.5 28/11 15/5.9 24/1464 1010/35.6

BLACK ‘N‘
WHITE LINE

SEE PAGE  88

ORTLIEB’s compact messenger bag doubles as an energetic day-
tripper and waterproof commuter pack. This versatile piece is a 
favourite with students. It features an interior pocket with zipper for 
organizing small items and a carrying handle. Comfortable: robust 

foam back for optimal air circulation. Stable: bottom is protected 
by abrasion protectors at corners and bottom feet. Safety: fixing for 
bike light or helmet.

Shoulder bag? Office bag? Shopping bag? The ORTLIEB Reporter-
Bag City is all of that and much more! A waterproof zipper is 
located under the cover flap. The interior consists of a large main 
compartment and an organizer with sub-compartments for a 
notebook and mobile devices (7.9” or 10”). Thanks to the innovative 
shoulder strap concept, you can wear the bag securely on your back 
while riding without worrying about it slipping forward. Available in 
two sizes.

FURTHER FEATURES:
Flap cover with inside pocket (not waterproof) | loop for optional rear light

FURTHER FEATURES:
Stable bottom with corner protectors and feet | removable inside pocket with 
zipper – can also be used as a waist strap pocket | breast and waist straps 
| handle | reflective yarn for enhanced safety at night | attachment loop for 
optional rear light

black steel blue moss green

black

lime-black

yellow-black

ultramarine-black

white-black

asphalt-black



VELOCITY DESIGN

 
IP 64DATA

PIXEL
No. R4080

IP64
No. R4081

VERTIGO 
No. R4082

SUBWAY
No. R4083

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620/PS620C 47/18.5 28/11 15/5.9 24/1464 1010/35.6

GET
MORE
DESIGN.

CITY BAGS
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BLACK ‘N‘
WHITE LINE

SEE PAGE  88

FURTHER FEATURES:
Sturdy base | base edge guard | inside zippered pocket | carrying handle | 
reflective elements on the shoulder straps

Note: Your Velocity backpack will look even more unique with your own print. 
Design your own backpack with the Velocity on Demand! Press the link or go 
to page 56 for more information www.ortlieb.com|on-demand-countries.

Attention individualists! Here come the new designs for the classic 
Velocity backpack! Whether you prefer flashy bright colors or black-
and-white understatement, Pixel, IP64, Vertigo and Subway are real 
eye-catchers on the street, in school, on campus or at work. What’s 
more, the Velocity Design doesn’t just look good, it also features 
uncompromising functionality. The 24-liter payload of the main 
compartment offers you plenty of space for everything you need 
throughout the day. And thanks to the robust, waterproof polyester 
fabric with roll closure, your things remain protected no matter what 
the weather. The smart foam pads on the back ensure optimal 
carrying comfort along with the ergonomic carriage system that 
includes a chest strap, a waist strap and padded shoulder straps. 
One other smart detail is the Velcro flap you can use to attach your 
bike helmet or an additional rear light. 

orange-black black-white petrol-blackblack
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MORE ORTLIEB

1982- 87 1987- 97 97-20 02

2002- 07 2007- 12 2012- 17

MORE ORTLIEB!
www.youtube.com/user/ORTLIEBGmbH

www.twitter.com/ORTLIEBwaterpro
www.facebook.com/ORTLIEBwaterproof

www.instagram.com/Ortlieb_waterproof

ORTLIEB

VELOCITY ON DEMAND 

www.ortlieb.com/velocity-on-demand

FAQ 2.0 could be the name for our new How-to videos. ORTLIEB 
team members explain and illustrate various issues in short videos. 
The topics were selected from questions that were arising in 
conversations with dealers and consumers. For example, we explain 
the differences between the lid and roll closure, the particularities 
of our QL2.1 and QL3.1 systems, and the meaning of IP symbols.  
And if required, we will go into detail and explain all about the new 
trend of bikepacking and the special features of this new way of 
travelling.

YOU WILL FIND OUR VIDEOS ON THE 
FOLLOWING CHANNELS:

ORTLIEB was founded in 1982. The last 35 years were quite eventful with many changes and innovations.  
Our legendary durability combined with five years guarantee, our promise “Made in Germany” and our extremely 
high “waterproofness” were our companions for the entire time. 

A SHORT REVIEW WITH IMPORTANT MILESTONES OF THE LAST YEARS:

35 Years ORTLIEB

+ The company ORTLIEB is founded
+ The first sewn panniers are produced

+ The 100th employee is taken on
+  ORTLIEB joins the European 

Outdoor Group (EOG) 

+ Bags are now welded
+  The first Back-Roller seizes the  

bike market
+ Launch of QL1 system

+  Globetrotter chooses ORTLIEB as 
Supplier of the Year

+ Launch of QL3 system

+ Design of QL2 system
+  A new logo! The company moves to Heilsbronn
+ www.ortlieb.com is on the world wide web

+ Product launch of bikepacking line
+  Reflector is registered as  

design mark
+  ORTLIEB celebrates its 35th 

anniversary 

The compact courier bag with your custom print is guaranteed to set 
you apart from the rest. Use anything you like to create your own, 
unique design: a crazy selfie, the skyline of your favorite city or a 
photo of a cat, dog or turtle! The design process is easy. Simply let 
the ORTLIEB web tool guide you intuitively through all the steps. No 
matter whether you use a photo or a self-designed graphic, the only 
requirement is that you use a resolution of at least 150 dpi. This level 
of quality is necessary because the printing surface on the front side 
of your backpack is a sizeable 34 cm x 56 cm.  
YOU’LL BE SURE TO DRAW A LOT OF ADMIRING LOOKS AT 
YOUR DESIGNER BACKPACK. IT’S REALLY NOT LIKE ONE THAT 
EVERYONE HAS!

The Velocity on Demand naturally also features all the wonderful 
properties of the standard ORTLIEB Velocity. It has a convenient roll 
closure and a detachable, zippered inside pocket that offers space 
for keys, coins and smartphones. The foam-padded rear, with its 

carrying handle and its anatomically formed shoulder, chest and 
waist straps, ensures outstanding comfort – even when you’re out 
with your daypack the whole day long. The special edge guard on 
the bottom of the pack protects it against wear and tear, increasing 
the unique pack’s service life and your satisfaction. Use the Velcro 
flap to attach your bike helmet or an additional rear light. And last 
but not least, you can rest assured that your self-designed ORTLIEB 
backpack is absolutely waterproof. 

DESIGN YOUR OWN  
BACKPACK! 

If you are outside of Germany check availability at: www.ortlieb.com/on-demand-countries



SINGLE-BAG QL3.1

SINGLE-BAG QL3.1 +  
RACK1
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CITY CYCLING

No. F7821

No. F78211

 
IP 67

QL3.1
system SET

PVC
free

QL3.1
systemDATA

DATA RACK1

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD60 QL3.1 42/16.5 31/12.2 13/5.1 12/732 980/34.5

 kg/oz.  g/oz.

Aluminium 26“/28“ 20/705 440/15.5

RIDE WITH
STYLE.

The minimalist Single Bag QL3.1 is yet another confirmation of 
the famous paradox that less is more. Despite being stripped 
down to the bare essentials, the Single Bag QL3.1 is a cut above 
the rest with its largemouth, waterproof zipper and its ingeniously 
simple QL3.1 rack mounting system that does away with projecting 
and cumbersome hooks. This urban bag is available with the 
streamlined ORTLIEB Rack1 bike rack that aligns perfectly to your 
rear wheel or with the QL3/QL3.1 mounting kit that can be used 
with virtually any type of bike rack. With its 12 liter payload, the 
bag offers plenty of space for a 13” notebook and all the other gear 
you’ll need throughout your workday. 

FURTHER FEATURES:
two inside compartments | detachable shoulder strap | 3M Scotchlite 
reflectors on both sides

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
padded Notebook Sleeve see page 58

black

black



PVC
free

QL3.1
system

QL3.1
system

QL3
system

QL3
system

DATA

DATA

DATA

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  g/oz.

nylon 10“ 21/8.3 28.5/11.2 3.5/1.4 150/5.3

nylon 13.3“ 24.5/9.6 33.5/13.2 3.5/1.4 230/8.1

nylon 15.4" 28.5/11.2 38.5/15.2 4/1.6 290/10.2

nylon 17" 31.5/12.4 43.5/17.1 4/1.6 320/11.3

 kg/oz.  g/oz.

Aluminium 26“/28“ 20/705 440/15.5

 kg/oz.  g/oz.

Aluminium 26“/28“ 30/1058 640/22.6

10“    | No. F8801
13.3“ | No. F8802
15.4“ | No. F8803
17“    | No. F8804

No. F78101

No. F78102

LOAD
UP.
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Data protection starts with the laptop transport. Therefore, 
ORTLIEB developed extra soft sleeves for sensitive hardware.  
The 10“ version is designed for all standard tablets and 
Netbooks. The EVA foam which is covered with nylon fabric 
protects from shock, impacts and crashes. The indispensable 
transport assistants are just as versatile as the laptop that they 
protect. Covered zippers with adjustable and positionable inside 
corner pads prevent damage. On the rear side the sleeves have 
external organizers with slots and zippered pockets for important 
accessories like pens, CDs and USB sticks. The external pocket 
with folders on the front offer storage for power cord and other 
small items.

Need a bike rack for your cool bike? The purist Rack1 harmonizes 
perfectly with the minimalist design of modern urban bikes. The 
super lightweight aluminum bike rack features three integrated 
attachment points on each side that allow you to directly attach 
a full range of ORTLIEB bags outfitted with the QL3 and QL3.1 
system, including the Single-Bag, Office-Bag, Downtown, Vario,  
City-Biker and Commuter-Bag. Ideal for bicycles with a wheel size  
of 26” or 28”. Maximum load: 20 kg

Would you like to outfit your bike with an all-around bike rack for 
everyday use? Then the Rack2 is probably exactly what you’re 
looking for! This classic-design bike rack features three integrated 
attachment points on each side, allowing you to directly mount bike 
bags outfitted with the QL3 and QL3.1 system. It also includes 
struts for mounting bags with other ORTLIEB QL systems (e.g. QL1, 
QL2, and QL2.1). Made of lightweight, durable aluminum, the rack 
is ideal for bicycles with a wheel size of 26” or 28”. Maximum load: 
30 kgFURTHER FEATURES:

2 loops for easy removal out of the pocket | vertical and horizontal zipper, 
covered on the inside | available in four sizes

NOTEBOOK SLEEVE

BIKE RACK RACK1

BIKE RACK RACK2

FURTHER FEATURES:
Mounting unit for optional rear light 

black

black

black
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SY
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 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS33/PS21 M 24/9.4 34/13.3 25/9.8 15/915 860/30.3

PS33/PS21 L 28/11.0 41/16.1 28/11.0 22/1343 1050/37.0

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS33/PS21 26/10.2 37/14.6 22/8.7 16/976 1070/37.7

M | No. F79203
L  | No. F79103

M | No. F79303

M | No. F79205
L  | No. F79105

M | No. F79305

M | No. F79204
L  | No. F79104

M | No. F79304

 
IP 53

 
IP 53

DATA

DATA

PVC
free

PVC
free

RACK
LOCK

Groceries and other purchases from your stroll through town – you 
can take them all home conveniently and securely in the ORTLIEB 
bike basket. Made of a lightweight nylon fabric and featuring a 
drawstring flap closure, the basket offers variable stowage space 
and a maximum payload of 10 kg. Outfitted with the award-winning 
ORTLIEB Rack-Lock adapter system, the basket fits on virtually 
all commercially available bike racks – no matter whether they 
are wide or narrow, or come with or without a spring clamp. The 
basket remains securely attached to the bike rack and can be 
easily removed with a single hand. Thanks to the durable adapter 
on its underside, the basket stays upright on any surface for more 
convenient loading and unloading. Available in two sizes.

FURTHER FEATURES:
Padded handle | inside zippered pocket | reflector 3M Scotchlite | 
max. capacity 10 kg 

BIKE BASKET 

ORTLIEB has reinvented the handlebar basket: stylish, practical, 
secure and waterproof. That makes it far superior to its 
“colleagues” made of wicker, wire and porous materials. Made of a 
lightweight nylon fabric, the ORTLIEB handlebar basket is ideal for 
carrying your wallets, purses, and small purchases. The practical 
drawstring flap allows you to open it in a flash and close it reliably 
even when it’s filled to the brim (maximum: 5 kg). Wallets, keys and 

smartphones stay safe, secure and easily accessible in the inside 
pocket. And when it comes to off-bike loading and unloading, you 
can rest assure that it’ll always stay on its feet. Like the proven 
ORTLIEB Ultimate bags, the basket attaches to your handlebar 
with the included mount and is also compatible with Rixen&Kaul 
mounting units.

FURTHER FEATURES:
Padded handle | reflector 3M 
Scotchlite

HANDLEBAR BASKET 

steel blue-grey

steel blue-grey

dark chili-grey

dark chili-grey

black-grey

black-grey
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RACK-BOX

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

EPP 27/10.6 38/14.9 45/5.1 18/1098 990/34.9

No. F79501

 
IP 64DATA RACK

LOCK
PVC
free

CARRY
COOL  
STUFF.

Imagine that it’s the middle of the summer, a hot and humid day 
with the sun still high up the sky even in the evening when you 
meet your friends for a picnic or a barbecue at the lake. And then 
comes the moment when you remove the ice-cold beverages from 
your ORTLIEB Rack-Box. 
The lightweight transport box made of food-safe EPP (expanded 
polypropylene) is waterproof from inside and out. Offering 
outstanding insulation, the Rack-Box not only makes for a perfect 
picnic icebox, it’s also an ideal shopping box in which to keep 
temperature-sensitive foods and beverages. The ORTLIEB Rack-
Box offer 18 liters of payload and can be carry loads of up to 
10 kilograms. Thanks to the Rack-Lock Adapter, which won the 
Eurobike Award 2015, you can conveniently attach and detach the 
Rack-Box with virtually any bike rack.

FURTHER FEATURES:
Lateral snap-lock buckles | secured cover over waist strap | optional  
removable covers | carrying handle and lateral grip recesses | rear reflector 3M 
Scotchlite | includes the ORTLIEB Rack-Lock adapter system | compatible with 
virtually all bike racks with a width of 60 to 160 mm | completely and easily  
detachable box 

black



VELO-SHOPPER

TRUNK-BAGTRUNK-BAG RC

QL2.1
system

RACK
LOCK

RACK
LOCK

PVC
free

PVC
free

PVC
free

Anti
scratchDATA

DATADATA

 
IP 53

 
IP 67

 
IP 64

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS42R/PS33 QL2.1 40/15.7 23/32|9/12.6 17/6.7 18/1098 1100/63.5

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS33/PS21R TIZIP 20/7.9 33/13 18/7.1 8/4.88 1080/38.1

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS33/PS21R 30/11.8 20/7.8 38/14.9 12/732 825/29

No. F7509

No. F8409No. F8420

No. F7511 No. F7512No. F7510

No. F8410No. F8421
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dark chili

Do you like to take your bike shopping so as to avoid traffic jams 
and desperate searches for parking spots? And to get some good 
exercise and burn calories that you won’t have to count when you 
return for dinner? No matter whether you need to take a quick trip 
to the supermarket in the evening or to the farmer’s market on 
Saturday, your Velo-Shopper has a big hatch and an 18-liter payload. 
That’s enough for a lot of stuff! And you can conveniently open and 
close the magnetic snap buckle with one hand. Made of waterproof, 
abrasion-resistant nylon fabric, the Shopper can be attached to your 
bike rack with the proven QL2.1 system. And then simply sling the 
Velo-Shopper over your shoulder with the detachable strap when 
you reach your destination. Go ahead and fill the Shopper to the 
brim because its stiffened inside construction will help to prevent 
crushing. 

FURTHER FEATURES:
Zippered inside pocket with penholder and carabiner for keys | secure 
attachment to virtually all bike racks with tube diameters of 8 mm to 16 mm 
| large, high-luminosity 3M Scotchlite reflectors on the sides | sturdy base for 
anti-tilt stability

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
pannier carrying system | anti-theft device for QL2.1 |20 mm QL2.1 hooks

The proven “trunk” for your bike is now also available with the newly 
developed ORTLIEB Rack-Lock system. With four adjustable hooks on 
its underside, the Trunk-Bag can be conveniently mounted to virtu-
ally all commercially available bike racks. Secure it with a key, and 
then quickly remove it again whenever you like. No further adapters 
are necessary with the Rack-Lock system. The waterproof rear bag 
also has a range of advanced and proven features: robust rip-stop 
nylon fabric, waterproof TIZIP zipper and a padded carrying strap 
that can be fixed to the top of the bag when mounted on the bike. 
Reflectors on both sides and a loop for an additional rear light (not 
included) offer enhanced safety. 

Good news for all of those on the lookout for a convenient, water-
proof bag to transport their belongings: the proven ORTLIEB “bike 
trunk” is now available with a Velcro roll closure! The closure of 
the Trunk-Bag RC also serves as a convenient carrying handle. 
With a 12-liter payload and a shoulder strap, the waterproof bag 
that mounts on top of your bike rack is ideally suited for longer 
tours and brief forays to the supermarket. Even when the bag is 
fully loaded, your smartphone, wallet and keychain remain quickly 
accessible thanks to the inside pocket and carabiner, as well as an 
additional, non-waterproof exterior pouch. The Rack-Lock Adapter, 
winner of the Eurobike Award, ensures that the bag fits on virtually 
any bike rack with a width of 60 to 160 mm. Clip it on, secure it 
and remove it again. It’s a snap! 

FURTHER FEATURES:
Two neoprene outside zippered pockets (not waterproof) | inside zippered 
pocket | max. capacity 10 kg

FURTHER FEATURES:
Durable rip-stop nylon fabric | reflector | mounting for additional rear light 
(not included) | 10-kg maximum load

dark chili-signal red dark chili-signal redslate-black slate-black

slate-black steel blue purple



BIKE-SHOPPER

VARIO QL3.1 & QL2.1

QL3.1
system

QL2.1
system

Anti
scratch
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IP 54

Anti
scratchDATA

PD620
No. F7418

PS42R/PS33
No. F7414

PD620
No. F7419

PS42R/PS33
No. F7415

PD620 
No. F7420

PS42R/PS33 
No. F7416

PS42R/PS33
No. F7417

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS42R/PS33 QL2.1/PVC free 42/16.5 23/32|9/12.6 17/6.7 20/1220 860/30.3

PD620 QL2.1 42/16.5 23/32|9/12.6 17/6.7 20/1220 970/34.2

PVC
free

PVC
free

PVC
free

PVC
free

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS33 QL3.1 50/19.7 28/11 20/7.9 23/1403 1370/48.3

PS33 QL2.1 50/19.7 28/11 20/7.9 23/1403 1300/45.9

QL3.1 | No. F7741
QL2.1 | No. F7705

QL3.1 | No. F7743
QL2.1 | No. F7707

dark chili
QL3.1 | No. F7742
QL2.1 | No. F7706

QL3.1 | No. F7744
QL2.1 | No. F7708

 
IP 64

QL3.1
systemDATA PVC

free
QL2.1
system

Anti
scratch
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Your spacious one-click shopping bag: the Bike-Shopper with QL2.1 
system can be quickly attached to and removed from your rack. The 
flexible market and shopping bag remains stable - also on bumpy 
roads. The adjustable carrying straps allow it to be carried comfor-
tably on your shoulder (adjusted by push buttons) and will not be 
in the way during biking. A waterproof Quick-Seal closure provides 
protection from rain. Occasional use of ORTLIEB lubricant will keep 
the closure running smoothly. 

FURTHER FEATURES:
internal valuables pocket in size DIN A4| padded carrying handle | lateral 
3M-Scotchlite reflectors

FURTHER FEATURES:
2 outside neoprene pockets on the sides (not waterproof) | detachable waist 
strap | inside pocket | 2 reflectors

High quality backpack and bike bag in one? The ORTLIEB Vario 
offers an ideal solution for all of those who ride to work or school 
and who plan to head into town on their lunch break or in the 
evening. Made of sturdy, waterproof nylon fabric, the Vario offers 
you plenty of space for your office documents, a 15.4” laptop, 
provisions for your lunch break and various items you pick up at 
stores along the way. You can attach the Vario to your bike with the 
QL3.1 or the QL2.1 mounting system. And once you’ve reached 
your destination, the Vario transforms instantaneously back into 
a backpack. Simply remove the padded carriage system with 
shoulder straps and chest strap from the spacious front pocket and 
attach it to the rear of the bag. Thanks to an integrated holder you 
can also securely attach your bike helmet to the backpack. 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
anti-theft device | outer pocket | pannier carrying system

ADVICE:
Temperatures below -5°C/23°F may affect the function of the sealing lip!

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
anti-theft device for QL2.1 | 20 mm QL2.1 hooks | QL3.1 adapter for i.e. 
second bike | padded Notebook Sleeve

slate-black steel blue purple

leather black lime-black white-black

black steel blue moss green



BACK- & SPORT-ROLLER CITY

CITY-BIKER QL3.1 & QL2.1

QL3.1
system

QL2.1
system

Anti
scratch

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS33 QL3.1 42/16.5 32/12.6 10/3.9 10/610 900/31.7

PS33 QL2.1 42/16.5 32/12.6 10/3.9 10/610 800/28.2

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620/ PS490 QL1 42/16.5 23/32 | 9/12.6 17/6.7 40/2441 1520/53.6

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620/PS490 QL1 30/11.8 25/9.8 14/5.5 25/1526 1210/42.7

QL3.1 | No. F7641
QL2.1 | No. F7605

No. F5001

No. F6001

QL3.1 | No. F7643
QL2.1 | No. F7607

No. F5003

No. F6003

QL3.1 | No. F7642
QL2.1 | No. F7606

No. F5002

No.F6002

QL3.1 | No. F7644
QL2.1 | No. F7608

 
IP 53

 
IP 64

 
IP 64
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DATA
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BACK-ROLLER CITY:

SPORT-ROLLER CITY:

Even without being in the great outdoors, the Sport- & Back-Roller 
City give bikers greater flexibility. They can be used on both sides, 
on front or rear racks, or as single pannier. Highly incandescent 
3M Scotchlite material reflectors on the panniers’ sides give 
increased safety in traffic. The affordable basics can be upgraded 
with numerous accessories. Both models are provided with edge 
protectors having slots for fixing the ORTLIEB pannier carrying 
system. 

FURTHER FEATURES:
suitable for rack diameters up to 16m | 8 mm and 11 mm inserts included | 
easy to clean

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
pannier carrying system | outer pocket (size S) | mesh pocket | bottle cage | 
shoulder straps | inner pocket Input 

On the bike or on the shoulder, the City-Biker always looks good on 
a tour through town. The vertical style shoulder bag with closure 
flap ensures protection of A4 files and 13.3” laptops. With a 
reinforced base and sides the City-Biker is a sturdy and robust bag. 
The padded shoulder strap ensures a comfortable carrying; during 
biking it is stowed safely on the flaps inner side. The City Biker is 
available with the QL3.1 or the QL2.1 rack mounting system. Like 
all ORTLIEB bike bags, you can easily attach it to or remove it from 
your bike rack with a single hand.

FURTHER FEATURES:
inner lining with a zippered pocket | carabiner for keys and 2 pen holders

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
Notebook Sleeve 10“ and 13,3“ | anti-theft device for QL2.1 | 20 mm QL2.1 
hooks | QL3.1-adapter for i.e. a second bike |

purpleblack steel blue moss green

red-black

red-black

black

black

white-black

white-black
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BACK-ROLLER DESIGN

DATA

MAP
No. F5470

LANES
No. F5471

SUNNY 
No. F5472

GRID
No. F5473

DESIGN 
FOR YOUR
BIKE.

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620/PS490 QL2.1 42/16.5 23/32 9/12.6 17/6.7 (2x)20/1220 (2x)950/33.5

 
IP 64

QL2.1
system

Anti
scratch PAIR

The classic Back-Roller is now available in a new designer series 
that includes both black-and-white designs (Map and Grid) and 
colorful designs (Lanes and Sunny). The ORTLIEB Back-Roller is 
an all-purpose bike bag that is ready to accompany you on all of 
your ventures: to work, to school, to the grocery store or out to the 
country. With a combined payload of 40 liters, a pair of waterproof 
Back-Roller bike bags with roll closures offers you plenty of space 
for all the things you need take or pick up along the way. You can 
quickly and conveniently mount the bags on virtually any bike rack 
thanks to the proven QL2.1 system. And even when you’re not 
riding, you can keep the ORTLIEB Back-Roller by your side by using 
the integrated shoulder strap. The bag’s interior is divided into a 
main compartment and a mesh, zippered pocket that helps you to 
keep all your things in order. 

FURTHER FEATURES:
QL2.1 mounting system for all bike racks with tube diameters of up to 16 
mm | special inserts allow you to reduce the size of the rack hooks to 12, 10 
or 8 mm

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
pannier carrying system | outer pocket (size S) | mesh pocket | bottle cage | 
Anti-Theft Device | 20 mm QL2.1 hooks

ADVICE: 
The Back-Roller and Sport-Roller (except City-Line models) can be combined with the 
ORTLIEB Rack-Pack on the rear rack. 

sunyellow-blackasphalt-black white-blacklime-black



COMMUTER-BAG QL3.1 & QL2.1

M    |    L

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS55C QL2.1/M 33/13.0 40/15.7 10/3.9 14/854 1100/38.8

QL2.1/L 33/13.0 40/15.7 15/5.9 19/1159 1200/42.3

PS55C QL3.1/M 33/13.0 40/15.7 10/3.9 14/854 1000/35.3

QL3.1/L 33/13.0 40/15.7 15/5.9 19/1159 1100/38.8

M | No. F70603
L  | No. F70653

M | No. F70501
L  | No. F70551

QL3.1 · pepper QL2.1 · pepper
M | No. F70604
L  | No. F70654

M | No. F70502
L  | No. F70552

QL3.1 · coffee QL2.1 · coffee

 
IP 53
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URBAN LINE

URBAN LINE

The waterproof Commuter-Bag for bicycle commuters is an 
organizational talent whose well-conceived space management 
system includes a separate laptop compartment, a pen holder 
and a key strap. The bag’s snap buckles make it easier for you to 

quickly access the main compartment. The durable handle and the 
detachable shoulder strap make for comfortable carrying, while the 
side reflectors enhance your safety. The Commuter-Bag is available 
with the QL2.1 or the QL3.1 rack mounting system.

FURTHER FEATURES:
outer pocket (not waterproof)

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
anti-theft device for QL2.1 | 20mm QL2.1 hooks | QL3.1 mounting set | 
padded Notebook Sleeve up tp 15.4“ 

ORTLIEB’s Urban Line of waterproof bike bags makes 
a visually appealing contribution to city life. Admired in 
offices, cafes and boutiques throughout town, these 
fashionable bags with their aesthetic textile look are ideal 
for bicycle commuters and recreational riders. Why switch 
to the Urban Line? 
 
The polyester-coated blend of cotton and Cordura fabric 
is a function-meets-fashion statement that is the talk of 
the town.



COURIER-BAG

COMMUTER  
DAYPACK

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS55C M 29/11.4 38/15.0 16/6.3 11/671 756/26.7

PS55C L 32/12.6 46/18.1 18/7.1 18/1098 958/33.8

M | No. K8401
L  | No. K8451

pepper
M | No. K8402
L  | No. K8452

coffee

 
IP 53DATA PVC

free
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URBAN LINE

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS55C 50/19.7 30/11.8 15,5/6.1 21/1281 850/30

No. R4151
pepper

No. R4152
coffee

 
IP 64DATA PVC

free

No time to lose? Then strap up and mount your bike! 
ORTLIEB’s Courier-Bag is the ideal solution for all those 
who ride without a bike rack. The shoulder strap concept 
and padded back of the bag make transport both safe and 
comfortable. The snap-buckle flap gives you quick access 
to a laptop compartment and inside pockets for various 
items such as mobile devices.

FURTHER FEATURES:
light attachment | carrying handle

More elegant than a conventional backpack and more casual than a 
typical office bag: the ORTLIEB Commuter Daypack Urban Line is a 
modern city backpack for individualists. Although the robust Cordura 
fabric looks and feels like woven fabric, it is absolutely waterproof. 
The clever TPU back padding features smart ventilation channels 
and offers outstanding carrying comfort. The practical roll closure 
ensures quick access to the main compartment and the padded 
sub-compartment where your notebook and tablet are ideally stowed 
for safekeeping.

FURTHER FEATURES:
Reinforced bottom | air-permeable shoulder straps | 
removable breast and waist straps | zippered front pocket (not waterproof) | 
loops for rear light or U-lock | reflective yarn and reflective logo for enhanced 
safety at night 



REPORTER-BAG

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS55C TIZIP/M 27/10.6 39/15.4 15.5/6.1 11/671 816/28.8

PS55C TIZIP/L 29/11.4 46/18.1 17.5/6.9 17/1037 984/34.7

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS55C QL3.1 42/16.5 23/32  9/12.6 17/6.7 20/1220 900/31.7

PS55C QL2.1 42/16.5 23/32  9/12.6 17/6.7 20/1220 840/29.6

M | No. K7901
L  | No. K7951

QL3.1 | No. F5510
QL2.1 | No. F5502

pepper

pepper

M | No. K7902
L  | No. K7952

QL3.1 | No. F5511
QL2.1 | No. F5503

coffee

coffee
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IP 64
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BACK-ROLLER

THE
URBAN
SPIRIT.
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URBAN LINE

QL3.1
system

QL2.1
system

Anti
scratch

The multifunctional Urban Back-Roller is an ideal single bag 
for bike riders who are looking for a spacious, waterproof bike 
bag to accompany them on their way to work or school. Made 
of a special blend of cotton and Cordura fabrics, the bag has a 
textile appearance that is a perfect match for both casual and 
business attire. Thanks to a polyurethane coating on the inside, it 
is nonetheless absolutely waterproof. The practical QL mounting 
system enables you to quickly and conveniently attach the bag 
to your bike rack. The bag’s internal pocket, consisting of a main 
compartment and a zippered mesh compartment helps you to keep 
things orderly and immediately accessible. A detachable shoulder 
strap allows you to comfortably carry the Urban Back-Roller once 
you set off on foot.

Assigned to cover the story – and already making headlines. Made 
of a PVC-free blend of cotton and Cordura fabric, the Reporter-Bag 
is an outstanding space manager. The locking-hook flap gives you 
quick access to the main compartment with its waterproof zipper. 

A smart shoulder strap concept ensures comfortable carrying and 
offers additional safety while you ride. Inside you will find a number 
of interesting details, including a laptop compartment and various 
inside pockets.

FURTHER FEATURES:
buckled flap with inner pocket

FURTHER FEATURES: 
3M Scotchlite reflectors 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: 
carrying system | outer pocket size S | mesh pocket | bottle cage | anti-theft 
device | 20 mm hooks for QL2.1



VELO-POCKET

BARISTA

SY
ST
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 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS55C 33/13.0 30/11.8 10/3.9 6/366 600/21.2

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS55C 17/6.7 34/13.4 7/2.8 2.5/153 400/14.1

No. F3353

No. F3260

pepper

pepper

No. F3354

No. F3261

coffee

coffee

 
IP 53

 
IP 53

DATA

DATA

PVC
free

PVC
free
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URBAN LINE

A perfect city companion and extremely practical for the way there: 
the Velo-Pocket is a fashionable handbag that you can quickly 
and easily attach to your bicycle handlebar. The  embedded and 
unobtrusive mounting elements on the back of the Velo-Pocket 
are compatible with the ORTLIEB Ultimate6 handlebar bag adapter 
and the KLICKfix manufactured by Rixen&Kaul. The bag’s flap 
is outfitted with a Velcro fastener to enable quick opening and 
closing.

Urban, classic, exclusive. Matching this description - and today‘s 
lifestyle bikes - is ORTLIEB‘s Barista handlebar bag. This urban-velo 
styled bag features tough PU laminated Cordura-cotton-mix with 
leather contrast details. Stylish and waterproof. This bag offers 
space for smart phone, keys, papers etc. An internal organizer with 
key snap hook, pen slot and two pockets keeps things in place. 
The convenient magnetic flap allows quick and quiet access. The 
magnets open and close automatically and safely. Once unclipped 

from the handlebar, Barista becomes a stylish shoulder bag.  
Barista is supplied with the Ultimate6 mounting system (compatible 
with Rixen&Kaul). 

ADVICE:
Remove and stow away shoulder strap before biking.

FURTHER FEATURES:
removable shoulder strap



BACK-ROLLER & SPORT-ROLLER

05/2014HIGH VISIBILITY LINE
HIGH VISIBILITY LINE
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 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS50X/PS50CX QL2.1 42/16,5 23/32 | 9/12.6 17/6.7 (2x)20/1220 (2x)840/29.7

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS50X/PS50CX QL2.1 42/16,5 23/32 | 9/12.6 17/6.7 20/1220 840/29.7

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS50X/PS50CX QL2.1 30/11.8 25/9.8 14/5.5 (2x)12,5/763 (2x)720/25.4

QL2.1
system

QL2.1
system

QL2.1
system

 
IP 64

 
IP 64
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Anti
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Anti
scratch

PVC
free

PVC
free

PVC
free

No. F5151

No. F5504

No. F6151No. F5152

No. F5505

No. F6152

High visibility is so important to us at ORTLIEB because it is 
a matter of safety. Both the waterproof, polyurethane-coated 
Cordura fabric in neon yellow and the black fabric parts of this bag 
are densely interwoven with high-luminosity reflective yarn. This 
composition turns the entire bag into an eminently visible reflector 
when it is picked up in the headlights of passing cars.

These panniers guarantee top safety and come with the QL2.1 
system. The fluorescent signal yellow-black fabric enhances your 
visibility in dusk, dawn or bad weather. All other features are identi-
cal to the Plus models.

FOR GREATER VISIBILITY IN STREET 
TRAFFIC!

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: 
carrying system | outer pocket size S | mesh pocket | bottle cage |  
anti-theft device | 20 mm hooks for QL2.1 

neon yellow-black reflective

neon yellow-black reflective

neon yellow-black reflectiveblack reflective

black reflective

black reflective

SINGLE BAG:



OFFICE-BAG QL3.1 & QL2.1

ULTIMATE6
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HIGH VISIBILITY LINE
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 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS50CX QL3.1 30/11.8 40/15.7 17/6.7 21/1282 1750/61.8

PS50CX QL2.1 30/11.8 40/15.7 17/6.7 21/1282 1730/61.0

QL3.1 | No. F70952
QL2.1 | No. F70971

 
IP 64

QL3.1
system

QL3.1
system
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free

QL2.1
system

QL2.1
system

Anti
scratch

Anti
scratch

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS50X/PS50CX 21/8.3 23.5/9.3 14/5.5 7/427 740/26.1

 
IP 54DATA PVC

free

No. F3453 No. F3454

An elegant black bag during the day, and a reflective safety shield 
at night! The High Visibility Office-Bag is ideally suited for your ride 
to the office, offering you plenty of space for two DIN A4 folders, 
writing utensils and other workday items. The bag comes with a 
comfortable shoulder strap and stable feet.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: 
anti-theft device QL2.1 | 20 mm QL2.1 hooks | QL3.1.1mounting set |  
padded Notebook Sleeve 58

The Ultimate6 High Visibility handlebar bag is a safety genius. 
Interwoven reflective yarn glows in the dark and increases your 
riding safety. When the bag is attached to the handlebar, all 
you need to do is turn a key to prevent it from being opened or 
removed from your bike. The magnetic closure in the flap, outside 
mesh pockets and comfortable shoulder strap offer enhanced 
convenience and a removable partitioner allows you to keep the 
contents of the bag in perfect order.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: 
Map Case | Safe-it | Extension adapter for mounting to highly curved  
handlebars | E-bike mounting set | padded Camera Insert

black reflective

neon yellow-black reflective black reflective



SADDLE-BAG

VELOCITY

FEEL
SAFE.

HIGH VISIBILITY LINE
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IP 64

PVC
free

 
IP 64

DATA

DATA

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS50X/PS50CX 47/18.5 28/11 15/5.9 24/1464 950/33.5

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS50CX 10/3.9 23/9.1 7/16  2.8/6.3 2.7/165 330/11.6

No. R4041 No. R4042

No. F9481

PVC
free

With its 24-liter payload, this versatile daypack is just the right size 
for work, school and play. The detachable zippered pocket on the 
inside offers plenty of space for keys and other small items. Added 
carrying comfort is ensured by the foam-padded back, carrying loop 
and ergonomic shoulder straps, breast strap and waist strap. The 
edge protectors at the bottom increase the daypack’s resistance to 
wear and tear. The front is designed to permit the easy attachment 
of a bike helmet or an additional safety light.

The popular Saddle-Bag L shines like a star under your saddle. 
The bag’s entire surface is reflective, giving you a crucial degree of 
added safety by increasing your detectability in the headlights of 
passing cars. With its 2.7 liter payload, the largest of the ORTLIEB 
Saddle-Bags offers you plenty of space for a spare tube, a tool kit, 
a rain jacket and light refreshments.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: 
Strap set for Brooks and comfort saddles (art.no. F96E)

neon yellow-black reflective black reflective

black reflective
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BLACK‘N WHITE LINE

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD62/PS60 QL2.1 42/16.5 23/32| 9/12.6 17/6.7 (2x)20/1220 (2x)950/33.5

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD62/PS60 QL2.1 30/11.8 25/9.8 14/5.5 (2x)12,5/763 (2x)795/28.0

QL2.1
system

QL2.1
system

 
IP 64

 
IP 64PAIR PAIRDATA DATAAnti

scratch
Anti

scratch
PVC
free

PVC
free

No. F5101 No. F6101No. F5102 No. F6102

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD62/PS60 21/8.3 23.5/9.3 14/5.5 7/427 710/25.0

 
IP 54DATA PVC

free

No. F3403 No. F3404

The black-and-white design helps to attract a higher level of 
attention, which is good because the waterproof, polyurethane-
coated canvas material is completely PVC-free. There is naturally 

more behind the ORTLIEB logo than a fashion statement and a 
demonstration of how good-looking sustainable designs can be. 

CONTRAST PROGRAM WITH A CLEAR MESSAGE 

The look: classic. The features: practical. Robust polyester fabric and 
waterproof roll-up closures reliably protect this bike bag against the 
pouring rain. Both models can be removed from your bike rack quickly 
and easily thanks to the QL2.1 mounting system. The shoulder strap 
allows you to comfortably carry the bag when on foot. 

Touring handlebar bag Ultimate6 Black‘n White features a lockable 
mounting system and a magnetic lid closure. All other features like 
Ultimate Classic version (see page 26).

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: 
Carrying System | Outer Pocket size S | Mesh Pocket | Bottle Cage | Anti-Theft 
Device | 20 mm hooks for QL2.1 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: 
Map Case | Safe-it | Extension adapter for mounting to 
highly curved handlebars | E-bike mounting set | padded 
Camera Insert | bag fits onto KLICKfix mounting by 
Rixen&Kaul.

white-black black

white-black white-blackblack black



OFFICE-BAG

DOWNTOWN

VELOCITY

BLACK‘N WHITE LINE
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IP 64

PVC
freeDATA

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD62/PS60 47/18.5 28/11 15/5.9 24/1464 1010/35.6

No. R4051 No. R4052

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD62/PS60 QL3.1 36/14.2 36/14.2 14/5.5 18/1098 1550/54

PD62/PS60 QL2.1 36/14.2 36/14.2 14/5.5 18/1098 1500/53

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD62/PS60 QL3.1 30/11.8 40/15.7 17/6.7 21/1282 1920/67.5

PD62/PS60 QL2.1 30/11.8 40/15.7 17/6.7 21/1282 1900/67.1

QL3.1 | No. F7373
QL2.1 | No. F7341

QL3.1 | No. F70933
QL2.1 | No. F70901

QL3.1 | No. F7374
QL2.1 | No. F7342

QL3.1 | No. F70934
QL2.1 | No. F70902

 
IP 64
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DATA
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Anti
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Anti
scratch

Anti
scratch

Anti
scratch

Laptop, files and documents are securely 
stowed in the Office-Bag Black‘n White. See 
page 45 for all details of inside features. 
Choice of two mounting systems: QL2.1 or 
QL3.1(see page 6).

Bike briefcase Downtown Black‘n White with variable lid closure is 
available with the mounting system QL2.1 or QL3.1 (see page 6). 
See page 46 for all details of inside features.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: DOWNTOWN/OFFICE-BAG:
anti-theft device QL2.1 | 20 mm QL2.1 hooks | QL3/QL3.1.1mounting set | 
padded Notebook Sleeve 58

Ideal for students and commuters: this daypack combines the fresh 
design of the Black & White Line with the outstanding features of 
the Velocity daypack: durable carrying handle, compact size and 
optimal back ventilation. The detachable zippered pocket on the 
inside will help you keep your things in order.

white-black black

white-black black

white-black black



ACCESSORIES
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ACCESSORIES

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

 cm/in.  cm/in.  g/oz.

PA 18/7.1 11/4.3 100/3.5

 cm/in.  cm/in.  g/oz.

nylon 32/12.5 29/22|11.4/8.6 150/5.3

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  g/oz.

PA/Alu 10/3.9 23/9 17/6.7 470/15

 g/oz.

PE 90/3.2

No. E160

No. F9121

No. E174

No. F9101

PVC
free

PVC
free

PVC
free

PVC
free

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS36C S 20/7.9 12/4.7 7.5/3 1.8/110 105/3.7

PS36C L 22/8.7 16.5/6.5 8/3.1 3.2/195 160/5.6

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  g/oz.

nylon 42/16.5 28/11 7.5/3 310/11

 g/oz.

metal short 15/0.5

metal long 17/0.6

S | No. F91S

No. F34

short | No. E124
long  | No. E125

L | No. F91L

 
IP 64

 
IP 64

DATA

DATA

DATA

PVC
free

PVC
free

Flexibility by bike and on foot! The Pannier 
Carrying System quickly converts your bike 
pannier into a backpack. The thermally 
moulded foam back pad along with padded 
and adjustable shoulder straps and chest 
strap guarantee a comfortable carrying 
with excellent ventilation. Low weight, the 
carrying system can be easily fixed onto 
the pannier when not in use. It’s suitable 
for Front- and Back-Rollers, Bike-Packer, 
Sport-Packer, Bike-Tourer, Velo-Shopper and 
Bike-Shopper.  
To fix the pannier onto the carrying system, 
its top loops are hooked into the pannier’s 
QL hooks, and the buckles are threaded into 
the base edge protectors.

FURTHER FEATURES:
carrying handle | low volume | chest strap | shoulder straps with reflective 
thread

Can be combined with all bike 
panniers featuring edge protec-
tors (QL1, QL2 and QL2.1).

PANNIER CARRYING SYSTEM

The versatile and removable 
outer pocket offers space for 
important items like tools, 
first-aid-kit etc. It features a roll 
closure and can be easily and 
quickly fixed to the pannier with 
a hook-on system. The little bag 
may also be carried directly on 
the belt. Size S with reflector 
is suitable for all ORTLIEB bike 
panniers, size L can be used on 
larger backpacks.

A short diversion on foot or a small café break without baggage is 
less hassle now. No problem, the securing cable, in combination 
with a cable or U-lock, reliably prevents bike and motorcycle pan-
niers with QL2 and QL2.1 mounting system from being stolen. 

lockable, for Travel-Biker 
with ORTLIEB adapter

OUTER POCKET

ANTI THEFT DEVICE

ORTLIEB ADAPTER

FURTHER FEATURES:
internal stiffener | including 1 mounting set (additional mounting set availa-
ble as optional accessory)

With a basket on your bike, you can easily bike to the farmer’s mar-
ket and shop for fresh fruit, vegetables and flowers. The adapter for 
the basket is simply fixed on the bottom of the basket. In combi-
nation with the ORTLIEB rack adapter (optional accessory) it can 
also be used together with two panniers with QL1, QL2 and QL2.1 
systems. 

Great for storing and airing helmet, shoes, wet or dry clothing. The 
lightweight removable mesh pocket can be fixed to ORTLIEB pan-
niers and other bags, and folds away when not needed. It comes 
with a mounting set for waterproof fixing to the bag, which allows 
the pocket to be taken off while the mounting set stays on the bag. 
It is also compatible with the ORTLIEB Bottle Cage or Outer Pocket 
(both products are available as accessories).

It holds your drinking bottle within reach. The lightweight polyethyl-
ene cage easily mounts to bike panniers, backpacks or any other 
bag, and securely holds standard bottles up to 0.75 L/45 in. It 
comes with a mounting set for waterproof fixing to the bag, which 
allows the cage to be taken off while the mounting set stays on 
the bag, as it is also compatible with the ORTLIEB Outer Pocket or 
Mesh Pocket (both products are available as accessories).

ADAPTER FOR REAR BASKET

MESH POCKET BOTTLE CAGE

FURTHER FEATURES:
three fixing points for easy mounting and fixation | release per push button

FURTHER FEATURES:
reflector | draw cord

FURTHER FEATURES:
reflective ORTLIEB logo | folds away for storing

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
lockable ORTLIEB rack adapter for side panniers with QL1, QL2 or QL2.1 
system (art.no. E174).

black

black black

black

black black

black

silver



RECUMBENT BAGS
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RECUMBENT BAGS
 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620/ PS620C QL2 30/11.8 63/24.8 19/7.5 (2x)27/1647 (2x)1550/54.7

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620/ PS620C 44/17.3 29/11.4 26/10.2 18/1098 980/34.6

QL2
system

 
IP 67PAIRDATA DATA 

IP 53

No. FL101 No. FL151No. FL104 No. FL154

All photos by: Matthias Ramsel

PEDAL 
TO THE 

END.

RECUMBENT BAGS
BACKPACK FOR  
RECUMBENT BIKES

The large lid allows fast access to the bag’s contents, and the large 
reflectors ensure safety at night, in rain and fog. The QL2 mounting 
system allows simple mounting and detachment with a click. Their 
removable shoulder strap and padded handle guarantee comfortable 
transport options when taken off the rack. 

The flexible daypack by ORTLIEB is the right choice for your trip. The 
padded shoulder straps of the removable carrying system plus the 
handle allow easy carrying. Fixing straps serve for quick attachment 
of the backpack to the recumbent rack or scooter bike seat. Two outer 
mesh pockets allow easy access to small items. The typical robust 
ORTLIEB material mix of PVC-coated polyester and Cordura, and a 
large TIZIP zipper constitute an optimal waterproof compartment. 
Reflectors on both sides ensure safety at night, in rain or fog. A 
hydration system (not included) can be integrated.

FURTHER FEATURES:
can be used individually | mesh pocket (not 
waterproof) | elastic cord for fixation on the lid | 
removable bottle holster | 2 shoulder straps

FURTHER FEATURES:
carrying handle | waterproof TIZIP zipper | reflectors | removable carrying sys-
tem | fixation straps | outer mesh pockets (both sides) with zipper | passage 
for hydration tube at base

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
Map Case (art.no. F14) | anti-theft-device

yellow-blackblack yellow-blackblack



MESSENGER BAG XL

MESSENGER BAG PRO

MESSENGER BAGS
MESSENGER BAGS
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 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620/ PS620C 50/19.7 39/15.4 15.5/6.1 39/2379 1950/67

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620/PS620C 60/23.6 44/17.3 24/9.4 60/3661 2100/74.1

 
IP 64

 
IP 53

DATA

DATA

No. F2201

No. F2251

JUST
DELIVER.

Messenger bags can’t be large enough – at least according to 
professional bike couriers. No problem for ORTLIEB! In cooperation 
with bike messengers in Nuremberg and Berlin we created a 60 
liter Messenger Bag XL – the king-size version of courier bags. 
The spacious backpack easily takes an A2 folder plus two boxes 
of photocopier paper. Mailing tubes can be fixed with straps to 
the sides. A zippered front pocket (not waterproof) offers room for 
miscellaneous accessories. 

The large flap with strong Velcro provides quick access. Bulky goods 
can be securely fixed to the lid by using the additional buckles. The 
adjustable ergonomic shoulder straps and the padded carrying 
system with ventilation channels ensure top carrying comfort even 
when fully loaded. A stable base construction allows safe placement 
of deliveries at their destination. The sturdy fabric combination of 
polyester and Cordura in yellow-black as well as large reflectors 
ensure safety in traffic.

Smart bike messengers not only carry messages inside their 
bags, but also display them on the outside. Our full-featured 
Messenger Bag Pro has a professional display surface for additional 
advertising. The transparent, waterproof folder at the back offers 
space for size A3 posters. The bag’s internal life has been designed 
with insider know-how: the inner zippered pocket for receipts, 
maps, pens etc. is removable by means of push buttons and can 
also be attached to the waist belt. The organizer with subdividers 
keeps important documents in order. Fast access and transport of 
bulky shipments is guaranteed by the roll closure with extra long 
Velcro. Security ranks high when biking all day long in city traffic: the 
Messenger Bag Pro is kitted out with large sized reflectors. 

FURTHER FEATURES:
adjustable lid | compression straps | wide hip belt

FURTHER FEATURES:
carrying handle | strap fixation | foam back with improved ventilation |  
protected base by means of edge protectors and bottom feet

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
internal division | U-lock holster | Cell Phone and Walkie Talkie-Holster

yellow-black

black



MESSENGER BAGS
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 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620/ PS620C 50/19.7 39/15.4 15.5/6.1 39/2379 1300/45.9

 
IP 64DATA

No. F2306

No. F2302 No. F2304

No. F2307

No. F2303 No. F2305

 g/oz.

nylon 60/2.1

nylon

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  g/oz.

PE 53/20.1 34/13.4 1.5/0.6 520/18.3

 cm/in.  cm/in.  g/oz.

nylon 24/9.4 22/8.7 90/3.2

 cm/in.  cm/in.  g/oz.

PE 50/19.7 36/14.2 340/12

 cm/in.  cm/in.  g/oz.

nylon/PE 25/9.8 37/32 | 14.6/12.6 180/6.4

PVC
free

PVC
free

PVC
free

PVC
free

PVC
free

PVC
free

DATA

DATADATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

No. F32B

No. E46No. F32A

No. F32G

No. F32C

No. F32D

 g/oz.

nylon Cell phone holster 40/1.4

nylon Walkie-Talkie holster 50/1.8

PVC
freeDATA

CPH | No. F32H WTH | No. F32F

ORTLIEB’s robust classic Messenger Bag is proportioned to carry loads 
without ever weighing you down: the Velcro flap seals everything secure 
and allows flexible packing height and quick access to A4 folders in its 
30 L main compartment while the ventilated foam back, chest strap 
and padded shoulder straps keep everything stable. Large reflectors 
on sides and shoulder straps contribute to safety in bad weather 
conditions, dusk and dawn.

Keeps your bike lock quickly at hand. 
The padded holder is looped onto the 
waist belt and holds all common U-locks. 
Fits onto numerous ORTLIEB products. 

Accessory for messenger bag, two PE 
folders, helps organising and keeping 
things tidy. Not waterproof!

Optional accessories for Messenger Bag 
XL: 2 polyethelene divisions, flexible, 
elasticated cord for fixing inside the bag.

The organizer keeps documents tidy and 
protected inside your courier bag. One 
size A4 folder, 2 small pockets and 2 pen 
slots help to keep everything in place. The 
organizer is fixed to the back panel by push 
buttoms, and can also be combined with 
the ORTLIEB Waist Strap Pocket.

The ideal storage place for receipts, map, pens, 
keys and wallet. The waist strap pocket can either 
be buttoned into the Messenger Bag or looped 
onto the waist strap or belt to keep your personal 
accessories at-the-ready. It can be combined with 
the ORTLIEB Messenger Bag and Organizer.

For Messenger Bag Pro, 
Messenger Bag and Ve-
locity, for more packing 
volume.

This cell phone case adapts to any phone 
size. It is simply looped onto the shoul-
der strap (50 mm width). The Velcro top 
closure secures your mobile and allows 
quick access. Perfect fit to Messenger Bag, 
Messenger Bag Pro, Velocity and numerous 
other ORTLIEB products.

FURTHER FEATURES:
carry handle | base with corner protection | base feet

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
Velcro extension | internal division A3 | organizer (stable document folder) | 
Inner Pocket or Waist Strap Pocket with folders for pens, map, receipts etc. 
(not waterproof)

MESSENGER BAG

U-LOCK HOLSTER

DOCUMENT COMPARTMENT A3  
FOR MESSENGER BAG XL

DOCUMENT COMPARTMENT  
FOR MESSENGER BAG XL

ORGANIZER FOR
MESSENGER BAGS

WAIST STRAP POCKET

VELCRO  
EXTENSION

CELL PHONE- / WALKIE-TALKIE- 
HOLSTER

MESSENGER BAG ACCESSORIES

black

blackblack

black

black black

grey

grey

ocean blue-blackwhite-black

blackred-blackorange-blackyellow-black
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Martin Esslinger, Sales Director
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Marcus Müller, Head of Product Design

Michael Freudenberg, Quality Control
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For 35 years, we have stood for excellent craftsmanship and a 
passion for high-quality, long-lasting products “Made in Germany”! 
We have also remained equally committed to mutual respect and 
fairness, both among individuals and with respect to nature and the 
environment. 
Given our tradition, it is no wonder that we support all efforts to 
achieve sustainable development, i.e. forms of development that are 

environmentally, economically and socially sustainable. We would 
like to leave our children and grandchildren with a habitat that is in-
tact and that will not limit their ability to secure a good life for them-
selves. While it is vitally important to achieve sustainable business 
operations, it is not an easy thing to do. Still, we have set very high 
goals for ourselves. And we make a promise to you that we will meet 
the challenge with our hands, our hearts and our minds.

Beginning in 2017, our headquarters in Heilsbronn, including our 
production facilities, will be supplied exclusively with solar and hydro-
power. The carbon emissions from our use of natural gas are to be 
compensated at 100%.

What we have already achieved:
+  Since 2012, we have met more than one-third of our power needs 

with our own photovoltaic installation.

We would like to reach carbon neutrality in 5 years – and this not only 
at our facility in Heilsbronn, but also at upstream material-production 
facilities (e.g. for tarps) and in connection with business trips, ma-
terial and product transport and the disposal of products that have 
reached the end of their service lives, etc.

What we have already achieved:
+  Drafting of a comprehensive carbon footprint report that is con-

tinuously updated and published
+  A more than 20% overall reduction in our carbon emissions from 

2011 to 2015
+  Bike-friendly policies (including the introduction of an employee bike 

pool, a bike rental service and a bike workshop) that helped us to win 
a prestigious award aimed at distinguishing bike-friendly companies

+  Provision of employee allowances for the use of public transpor-
tation to get to and from work 

In fewer than 10 years, all new ORTLIEB products are to be recy-
clable or biodegradable so that they will not constitute mere waste 
once their long service lives have come to a close.

What we can already offer so as to ensure that your ORTLIEB equip-
ment is as long lasting and environmentally friendly as possible:
+ A 5-year guarantee on all materials and workmanship
+  The availability of replacement parts for a period of 10 years after 

the product has been phased out
+  A comprehensive repair service.
+ The continuous ecological optimization of all ORTLIEB products.

All ORTLIEB products are manufactured in the town of Heilsbronn in 
the German region of Franconia. In fewer than 10 years, the com-
pany’s production facilities are to operate in a manner that ensures 
zero waste production. Specifically, this entails the absence of any 
residual waste or materials that cannot be used for other purposes.

What we have already achieved:
+  The introduction of minimal material waste as a product-design 

criterion
+  A strict practice of separating waste throughout the production 

process

 0% production waste.“

 100% carbon-neutral production processes, 
including our entire supply chaiń .“ 100% carbon-neutral production at our 

headquarters in Heilsbronn“

  100% recyclable or  
biodegradable products.“

"Sustainability 
is just as 

essential for us as 
the “Made in  

Germany“ label!"



"Ortlieb"
"Input "

"Output "

Wolfgang Paulus, CEO

#ortliebcares
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INFO: WWW.ORTLIEB.COM/RESPONSIBILITY

These are two potent words that form the basis of our commitment. 
When it comes to our climate-protection efforts, these words mean 
the following. By 2021, we would like to achieve 100% carbon 
neutrality for all of our production processes, including our entire 
supply chain. We are determined not only to reduce our carbon 
emissions at our headquarters in Heilsbronn (Scope 1*), but also to 
reduce the carbon emissions that we cause indirectly, for instance, 
in connection with our energy needs (Scope 2*). We will also go 
even further to reduce the emissions associated with the trans-
port of our products and the supplies we order, upstream material 
production and the disposal of ORTLIEB products when they need 

to be replaced at the end of their long service lives (Scope 3*). We 
will also continue to document what we have already achieved and 
what remains to be done in the form of carbon footprint reports 
that are continuously updated and published on our website. While 
only very few companies are willing to go this far, we regard this 
comprehensive, voluntary approach (Scope 1, 2 & 3) as a more 
honest approach. And we will continue to stay the course even if 
doing so can be expected to be more difficult and expensive. Ulti-
mately, this is the only way to give you the transparency you need 
as a consumer.

TRANSPARENCY AND HONESTY

ENERGY & WATER
+  Electricity 2017: 100% from renewable sources, including 1/3 

from our own photovoltaic installation.
+ Gas 2017: 100% carbon offsetting.
+  Lower water consumption thanks to water-saving production 

processes.

MATERIALS & SUPPLIERS
+ Nearly 70% of all our materials are purchased in Germany.
+  As of today, 85% of our suppliers have signed our “Code of 

Conduct for Suppliers”.

WASTE & WASTEWATER 
+ Goal: elimination of all production waste by 2025
+ Goal: 100% recyclable or biodegradable products by 2025
+ Minimization of production wastewater

SERVICE
+  Continued supply of 

replacement parts for at 
least 10 years post prod-
uct phase-out 

+ Repair service

YOU & YOUR PRODUCT
+  Many years of enjoyment thanks to long  

product service life (5-year guarantee)
+  Repair options in case something should  

go wrong
+  Products can be retrofitted 
+  Excellent consulting thanks to ORTLIEB’s  

role as a partner to outdoor retailers

COMMUNITY
+  Bicycle promotion: supporting member of the German Cyclist’s Association, 

provision of support for “Commuting by Bike”, “City Biking” and many other 
initiatives

+  Membership in Partnership for Sustainable Textiles, European Outdoor 
Group, European Outdoor Conservation Association and other organizations

+  Longstanding cooperation with local charitable organizations (e.g. Diakonie 
Neuendettelsau)

SPONSORING
+ Use of sustainability as a selection  
criterion for all sponsoring activities 

+ Support for Leeway Collective (page 129)
+ The Pro Team’s extreme-conditions-test-

ing data flow into product development

EMPLOYEES
+ Several worktime models

+ Current average number of years  
at ORTLIEB  per employee: 10 

SHIPPING
+ Carbon-neutral shipping within Germany
+ Recording of shipping weights and distances for shipments abroad

BUSINESS TRAVEL
+  Low-emissions transportation recommended for all business travel 
+  Employee allowances for commuting via public transportation
+  Bike leasing arrangements and bike lending free of charge  
+  Bike station with workshop, parking facilities and charging equipment 
+  Annual bike inspections available to all employees free of charge

 "We are determined to 
become a carbon-neutral 
enterprise."

* Terminology: Scope 1 includes all emissions that are generated at a company’s 
own facilities. Scope 2 includes emissions that are associated with purchased 
power (e.g. electricity) and Scope 3 includes emissions that arise in connection 
with relevant services provided by third parties and the performance of any 
upstream services (e.g. material transported to company premises). 
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ELEVATION PRO2

 
IP 64

PVC
freeDATA

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS42R 42 + 4 L 70/27.5 32/12.6 31/12.2 42/2563 1700/59.9

42L | No. R5951

Photos: Stefan Kuerzi

What happens when experts at the Austrian Mountain Rescue 
Service (AMRS) and ORTLIEB join forces to develop an alpine 
backpack? One such development is the ORTLIEB Elevation Pro2, 
a streamlined, highly functional and waterproof alpine backpack 
that has what it takes for the highest of summits and performance 
specifications. Made of tear and abrasion-resistant nylon fabric, 
this backpack is the most faithful of companions when you’re on 
expeditions and high alpine tours where you have to be prepared 
for many challenges in the form of snow, ice and rock – and 
where every gram of weight counts. With a 42-liter payload, 
plus an additional 4 liters of payload in a detachable, height-
adjustable flap, various attachment fixtures for ice axes, ropes 
and other gear, you’ll be optimally equipped for your mountain 
tour. Highly functional details such as quick access to the main 
compartment via a waterproof side zipper and the metal closure 
for the detachable waist strap make the ORTLIEB Elevation Pro2 a 
premium backpack for the high alpine region.

FURTHER FEATURES:
Flap compartment accessible via waterproof zipper (IP67) | roll closure 
under the detachable flap | anatomically shaped shoulder straps with 
adjustment belts | chest strap with army whistle | comfort carriage system 
with ventilation channels | multifunctional compression belts (e.g. for skis) | 
detachable waist strap with gear loops and zippered pockets | inside pocket 
with 2 sleeves, 1 of which is zippered | hydration system | base straps and 
other straps (inside and out) for additional equipment sleeves, 1 of which is 
zippered | hydration system | base straps and other straps (inside and out) 
for additional equipment 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
Waterproof outer pockets | Bottle Cage | Mesh Pocket | Pad for compres-
sions straps

This product is used by the  
Austrian Mountain Rescue

slate



ELEVATION PRO

 
IP 64

PVC
free

10/2014

DATA

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS42R 32 + 4 L 60/23.6 31/12.2 30/11.8 32/1953 1365/48.1

PS42R 42 + 4 L 70/27.6 32/12.6 31/12.2 42/2563 1394/49.2

32L | No. R5801
42L | No. R5851

32L | No. R5803
42L | No. R5853

TREKKING
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Light weight, clean design, sturdy fabric: the innovative alpine 
and mountaineering backpack Elevation Pro, reliable for rock and 
ice. It is entirely designed for functionality under most extreme 
conditions. The proven roll closure underneath the flap and the 
external flap compartment guarantee a high IP rating with regards 
to being waterproof and dustproof. The external waterproof 
zipper allows easy access to gear stored inside the lid. There are 
numerous fixing options for equipment: daisychains, waterproof 
flap compartment, preparation for hydration system, helmet fixing, 
base loops for crampons, gear loops for trekking poles and ice 
axe, compression straps suitable for transporting skis or rope. The 
contact back system with ventilation channels and anatomically 

shaped shoulder straps ensure high carrying comfort. The shoulder 
straps are adjustable and the adjustable chest strap ensures 
perfect individual fit. Waist straps with gear loops are removable 
and feature two zippered pockets. The Elevation Pro is available in 
two capacities: 32 and 42 litres.

FURTHER FEATURES:
Abrasion and tear - resistant nylon fabric PS42R | Adjustable elasticated 
sternum strap with emergency whistle | Inner pocket for optional hydration 
system with two sleeves, one zippered

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
Waterproof outer pockets | Bottle Cage | Mesh Pocket |  
Pad for compressions straps

The German Alpine Association’s mountaineer-
ing school is run by the enterprise known as the 
DAV Summit Club GmbH. The enterprise is also 
active as a specialist tour operator for mountain-
eering and cultural adventures around the world. 
www.dav-summit-club.de

WE SUPPORT:

slateocean blue



TRACK

 
IP 64

PVC
freeDATA

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS33/PS42R 27 L 53/20.8 28/11 21/8.3 27/1648 1520/53.6

PS33/PS42R 35 L 58/22.8 28/11 22/8.7 35/2136 1550/54.7

27L | No. R5218
35L | No. R5318

27L | No. R5217
35L | No. R5317

27L | No. R5216
35L | No. R5316

TREKKING
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BE ON 
TRACK.

FURTHER FEATURES:
Lightweight stainless steel frame | Internal A4 organizer | Valuables pocket 
| Carrying handle | Hydration tube aperture (up to 10.5 mm) for optional 
hydration system

This outdoor pack will take up lots of gear for extended tours. 
The waterproof backpack with roll closure is made of tear and 
abrasion resistant nylon fabric; it is compact and ergonomic. Two 
daisychains on the waterproof front pocket plus outer pockets (not 
waterproof) on the sides for water bottles etc., and trekking pole 
attachments turn it into a transport talent. A lightweight carrying 
system with adjustable distance mesh allows air circulation. The 
backpack is comfortable to carry, with adjustable chest, waist and 
shoulder straps.

slate-black signal red-dark chili ocean blue-steel blue



LIGHT-PACK PRO 25 LIGHT-PACK 25

 
IP 64

 
IP 64

PVC
free

PVC
freeDATA DATA

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS21 47/18.5 26/10.2 15.5/6.1 25/1526 385/13.6

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS21 47/18.5 26/10.2 15.5/6.1 25/1526 290/10.2

No. R6051 No. R6001No. R6052 No. R6002No. R6053 No. R6003

TREKKING
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FURTHER FEATURES:
Removable breast and waist strap | loops for an optional rear light

FURTHER FEATURES:
Removable breast and waist strap | loops for an optional rear light

The ORTLIEB Light-Pack Pro 25 combines the minimalism of the Light-
Pack 25 with more comfort: the inflatable back padding ensures a 
more pleasant carrying feel. The elastic drawstring attachments on 
the outside keep clothing and equipment within reach and the outside 
pockets on the side offer space for bottles and snacks. More volume 
and carrying capacity at a weight of only 385 grams is scarcely pos-
sible! Just like its minimalist brother, the Light-Pack Pro 25 makes for 
an ideal second backpack on account of its small packing size. It is a 
perfect daypack for summiteers, paddleboarders and anyone else who 
prefers to go forth without a burden. 

A more minimalist design is hardly imaginable: the Light-Pack 
25 is the lightest of the waterproof ORTLIEB backpacks. With a 
25-liter payload and a weight of only 290 grams, the Light-Pack 25 
offers an optimal weight-to-volume ratio and distinguishes itself in 
terms of its purist design, its proven ORTLIEB roll closure and its 
lightweight, air-permeable straps. And when it’s not needed, the 
minimalist shrinks down and waits in its practical mesh bag for its 
next mission (e.g. as a second backpack on longer trekking tours).

black light green-lime orange-signal red black light green-lime orange-signal red



GO.
HIKE.
LIVE.

PACKMAN PRO2

05/2014

BIKE
BACKPACKS

SEE PAGE  37
No. R3206 No. R3207 No. R3208

No. R3210No. R3209 No. R3211

 
IP 64DATA PVC

free

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS33 47/18.5 28/11 15/5.9 25/1525 1020/36

HIP-PACK2

 
IP 64DATA PVC

free

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS21/PS33 M 22/8.7  25/9.8 6/2.4 4/244 470/16.6

PS21/PS33 L 23/9 28/11 7/2.8 6/366 490/17.3

4L | No. R1013
6L | No. R1033

4L | No. R1015
6L | No. R1035

4L | No. R1016
6L | No. R1036

TREKKING
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You want freedom without limitations. The ergonomic interpretation 
of a day pack is called Hip-Pack2. The waterproof waistpack with 
padded and individually adjustable carrying system and breathable 
hip pads allows freedom of movement during all outdoor activities 
or extended sightseeing tours. An extra wide waist strap offers 
great comfort; the pack may also be carried in the front. The 
smart system offers space for your essentials from rain jacket to 
camera, and is super light weight. In addition to the elastic front 
pocket there are two zippered mesh pockets (not waterproof) and 
a removable valuables pocket. Two further lateral pockets are 
provided with a draw cord, e.g. for bottles.

A real favourite for weekend explorations. Whether you are hiking or 
biking, the robust daypack Packman Pro2 is your best choice. With 
its padded harness system and waist strap it offers adjustability 
and excellent ventilation in combination with carrying comfort and 
perfect fit. The stowaway helmet flap requires little space inside 
a concealed front pocket. The waterproof Packman Pro2 further 
features a roll closure with compression straps for packing and 
compressed volume. Other features include an integrated pocket 
for an optional hydration system (not included), and two lateral 
reflectors for visibility at night and in bad weather conditions.

FURTHER FEATURES:
Roll closure | Compression straps | Carrying handle | Fixing for rear light 

FURTHER FEATURES:
Elastic zippered front organizer pocket (not waterproof!) | Interior zippered 
valuables pocket | Waterproof aperture for hydration tube (tube not included) | 
Carrying handle | Helmet fixing | Fixing for bike light (not included)

black dark chili steel blue

purplelime moss green

ocean blue-steel blueslate-black lime-moss green



BIG-ZIP

180 cm
70 in.

180 cm
70 in.

180 cm
70 in.

34 L 60 L 85 L 85 L 110 L 140 L 140 L

180 cm
70 in.

180 cm
70 in.

180 cm
70 in.

40 L 60 L 85 L 110 L
89 L

49 L

31 L

24 L

 
IP 67DATA

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620 TIZIP 30/11.8 92/36.2 50/19.7 140/8544 1595/56.2

No. K1305 No. K1306 No. K1307

EXPEDITION

EXPEDITION
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INTO THE
WOODS.

Active explorers require heavy duty equipment that can easily 
handle intensive and continuous use. Big Zip is made of tough 
welded fabric PD620 with waterproof TIZIP, and offers reliable 
protection for baggage transport on airline, train, rafts or trekking 
tours. With a mammoth 140 liters of storage space it will hold 

everything you need for a long expedition. Big-Zip may be carried 
on the back with its extra wide padded carrying straps. Padded 
carry handles on both ends allow portaging by two people. 
Internal compression straps will keep your equipment in place. 
Proportioned to carry loads and to keep them waterproof.

FURTHER FEATURES:
Easy access with long zipper | D-rings for fixing and securing | Tough patches | 
Padded carrying handles | Easy to clean

black orange sunyellow



TRANSPORTER
X-PLORER

X-TREMER

All photos by: Kilian Reil

 
IP 64

 
IP 64

 
IP 53

DATA

DATA
DATA

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620/PS620C XL 92/36.2 122/48 39/15.4 113/6895 1150/40.6

PD620/PS620C XXL 92/36.2 50/19.7 30/11.8 150/9753 1320/46.6

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620/PS490 35 L 60/23.6 83/32.7 27/10.6 35/2136 640/22.6

PD620/PS490 59 L 70/27.6 96/37.8 31/12.2 59/3600 790/27.9

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620 50/19.7 39/15.4 23/9.1 50/3051 1250/44.1

XL    | No. K90
XXL | No. K91

35 L  | No. K97HM
59 L | No. K97HL

No. R1601

XL    | No. K951
XXL | No. K961

35 L  | No. K97BM
59 L | No. K97BL

No. R1603

XL    | No. K952
XXL | No. K962

35 L  | K9701
59 L | K9751

No. R1604

EXPEDITION
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The Transporter is designed for large stuff. The durable, waterproof 
all-round backpack made of coated polyester and Cordura takes up 
even huge bulky goods. With the adjustable lid, the reinforced base and 
external compression straps it is predestined for numerous transport 
jobs in tough environments. The contoured shoulder straps guarantee 
carrying comfort. 

This stuff sack is the perfect 
choice for canyoning, climbing 
or caving. It is also a favourite 
luggage piece on motorcycles. 
The combination of rucksack and 
dry bag is by far lighter than a con-
ventional backpack with carrying 
system. It is available in two sizes, 
and when empty, it can be rolled 
into a flat little package.

There are three things that you 
need for a new adventure: a little 
bit of courage, optimal equipment 
and the sturdy X-Tremer. Whether 
you choose size XL or XXL, 
both sizes are huge, and true 
alternatives to rigid boxes and 
bulky barrels. Also suitable as 
protective cover for luggage. And 
when empty, they are easy to fold 
flat into a little package.

FURTHER FEATURES:
Lid with Cordura folding protection | Loops for fixing gear and rear light (not 
included) | Carry handle | Inner pocket

FURTHER FEATURES:
D-rings at the closure | Handle and bottom loop for tying, locking, hauling or 
fix ing a carabiner | Carrying handle | Easy to clean

FURTHER FEATURES:
Three D-rings for fixing and locking 
e.g. with a padlock | Bottom loop for 
hauling and fixing | Easy to clean 

red-black sunyellow-blackblack

black orange sunyellow

red sunyellow-blackblue



 
IP 64

 
IP 64

DATA

DATA

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS490/PD620 13 L 42/16.5 60/23.6 19/7.5 13/793 290/10.2

PS490/PD620 22 L 52/20.5 70/27.6 22/8.7 22/1343 370/13.0

PS490/PD620 35 L 60/23.6 83/32.7 27.5/10.8 35/2136 450/15.9

PS490/PD620 59 L 70/27.6 96/37.8 31/12.2 59/3600 640/22.6

PS490/PD620 79 L 75/29.5 107/42.1 34/13.4 79/4821 750/26.5

PS490/PD620 109 L 80/31.5 122/48.0 39/15.4 109/6652 900/31.7

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD350 5 L 20/7.9 60/23.6 19/7.5 5/305 150/5.3

PD350 7 L 25/9.8 60/23.6 19/7.5 7/427 160/5.6

PD350 10 L 34/13.4 60/23.6 19/7.5 10/610 190/6.7

PD350 13 L 42/16.5 60/23.6 19/7.5 13/793 220/7.8

PD350 22 L 52/20.5 70/27.6 22/8.7 22/1343 290/10.2

PD350 35 L 60/23.6 83/32.7 27.5/10.8 35/2136 370/13.1

PD350 59 L 70/27.6 96/37.8 31/12.2 59/3600 480/17.0

PD350 79 L 75/29.5 107/42.1 34/13.4 79/4821 560/19.8

PD350 109 L 80/31.5 122/48.0 39/15.4 109/6652 700/24.7

13 L    | No. K5351
22 L   | No. K5451
35 L    | No. K5551
59 L   | No. K5651
79 L    | No. K5751
109 L | No. K5851

5 L      | No. K4051
7 L     | No. K4151
10 L    | No. K4351
13 L    | No. K4451
22 L   | No. K4551
35 L    | No. K4651
59 L   | No. K4751
79 L    | No. K4851
109 L | No. K495113 L    | No. K5352

22 L   | No. K5452
35 L    | No. K5552
59 L   | No. K5652
79 L    | No. K5752
109 L | No. K5852

5 L      | No. K4052
7 L     | No. K4152
10 L    | No. K4352
13 L    | No. K4452
22 L   | No. K4552
35 L    | No. K4652
59 L   | No. K4752
79 L    | No. K4852
109 L | No. K495213 L    | No. K5353

22 L   | No. K5453
35 L    | No. K5553
59 L   | No. K5653
79 L    | No. K5753
109 L | No. K5853

5 L      | No. K4053
7 L     | No. K4153
10 L    | No. K4353
13 L    | No. K4453
22 L   | No. K4553
35 L    | No. K4653
59 L   | No. K4753
79 L    | No. K4853
109 L | No. K4953

5 L      | No. K4003
7 L     | No. K4103
10 L    | No. K4303
13 L    | No. K4403
22 L   | No. K4503
35 L    | No. K4603
59 L   | No. K4703
79 L    | No. K4803
109 L | No. K4903

DRY BAGS
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DRY BAGS

FLOAT
THE
RIVER.

DRY BAG PS490

DRY BAG PD350 / 
PD350 WITH VALVE

Proven on tracks and trails around the world, 
PS490 dry bags are versatile and durable. 
Made with one of ORTLIEB’s strongest heavy-
duty fabrics, they can withstand just about 
anything. They feature a roll-down closure 
with stiffener bar, a tough base that makes 
packing easier than ever, and D-rings for 
securing inside a boat or on top of a luggage 
rack. The PS490 bags are designed for 
extreme applications and are even used 
as haul sacs. All sizes 59 litres and above 
feature additional side handles.

PD350 dry bags are fully featured and great value. Proven 
roll closure and single stiffener bar ensure absolute 
waterproofness, protection and optimal packing volume. 
A reinforced base provides stability and easier loading. 
The models in colour lime feature a valve for deflating and 
compressing. Available in various sizes to suit all needs.

FURTHER FEATURES FOR BOTH MODELS:
Buckles with two D-rings for securing or locking | Base loop for fixing or 
holding during unpacking | Easy to clean inside

ADVICE:
Closure of PD350 and 
PS490 dry bags must 
be rolled at least 3-4 
times. Please add 15-
20 cm/5-8 in. for the 
total length.

black-grey black-sunyellowblack-red

cranberry-signal redblack-slate sunyellow-yellow olive-lime
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IP 64

 
IP 64

PVC
free

PVC
free

DATA

DATA

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS21R/PF15 13 L 42/16.5 60/23.6 19/7.5 13/793 160/5.6

PS21R/PF15 22 L 52/20.5 70/27.6 22/8.7 22/1343 210/7.4

PS21R/PF15 35 L 60/23.6 83/32.7 27.5/10.8 35/2136 270/9.5

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS10 7 L 27/10.6 55/21.7 17.5/6.9 7/427 122/4.3

PS10 12 L 32/12.6 67.5/26.6 21.5/8.5 12/732 152/5.4

13 L | No. K7051
22 L | No. K7061
35 L | No. K7071

7 L   | No. K2301
12 L | No. K2302

DRY BAG PS21R WITH WINDOW

Take the guesswork out of what’s packed inside. ORTLIEB Window 
Dry Bags are light and robust. They feature a translucent panel that 
lets you see into the bag and quickly find what you need. It stows away 
your equipment without hiding it. The Window Dry Bags have a secure 
D-ring attachment and close with our waterproof roll-down closure for 
quick access. Appreciated during large expeditions and family trips.

FURTHER FEATURES:
Buckles with two D-rings for securing or locking | Bottom loop for fixing or holding 
during unpacking | Easy to clean inside

FURTHER FEATURES OF 
BOTH MODELS:
Buckles | Robust fabric at 
base: abrasion and tear resist-
ant | Broad base loop for easy 
unpacking and fixing

COMPRESSION DRY BAG PS10 WITH 
VALVE AND STRAPS

The ultralight compression dry bag is also available with valve and 
straps for maximum compression. It is particularly suited for com-
pressing sleeping bags. Available in two sizes.

ADVICE:
Closure of compression dry bags must 
be rolled at least 5-6 times. Please 
add 15-20 cm/5-8 in. for the total 
length.

First-Aid-Kits for sector 
canoe/kayak page 149

slate-transparent

dark grey
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IP 64

 
IP 64

PVC
free

PVC
free

DATA

DATA

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS10 1,5 L 8/3.1 38.3/15 12.2/4.7 1.5/91 30/1.1

PS10 3 L 15/5.9 44/17.3 14/5.5 3/183 38/1.3

PS10 7 L 27/10.6 55/21.7 17.5/6.9 7/427 54/1.9

PS10 12 L 32/12.6 67.5/26 21.5/8.5 12/732 70/2.5

PS10 22 L 42/16.5 83.2/32.7 26.5/10.4 22/1343 104/3.7

PS10 42 L 57/22 100.5/39.4 32/12.6 42/2564 144/5.1

PS10 75 L 70/27.6 124/49 39.5/14.6 75/4575 190/6.7

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS10 7 L 27/10.6 55/21.7 17.5/6.9 7/427 58/2

PS10 12 L 32/12.6 67.5/26.6 21.5/8.5 12/732 74/2.6

PS10 22 L 42/16.5 83.2/32.8 26.5/10.4 22/1343 108/3.8

1,5 L | No. K20103
3 L   | No. K20203
7 L   | No. K20403
12 L | No. K20503
22 L | No. K20603
42 L | No. K20703
75 L | No. K20803

7 L    | No. K2201
12 L | No. K2202
22 L | No. K2203

1,5 L | No. K20101
3 L   | No. K20201
7 L   | No. K20401
12 L | No. K20501
22 L | No. K20601
42 L | No. K20701
75 L | No. K20801

1,5 L | No. K20104
3 L   | No. K20204
7 L   | No. K20404
12 L | No. K20504
22 L | No. K20604
42 L | No. K20704
75 L | No. K20804

7 L    | No. K2211
12 L | No. K2212
22 L | No. K2213

1,5 L | No. K20102
3 L   | No. K20202
7 L   | No. K20402
12 L | No. K20502
22 L | No. K20602
42 L | No. K20702
75 L | No. K20802

1,5 L | No. K20105
3 L   | No. K20205
7 L   | No. K20405
12 L | No. K20505
22 L | No. K20605
42 L | No. K20705
75 L | No. K20805

7 L    | No. K2221
12 L | No. K2222
22 L | No. K2223

 
IP 64

PVC
freeDATA

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS10 short 42/16.5 42/16.5 31/12.2 42/2564 164/5.8

PS10 long 70/27.6 42/16.5 31/12.2 75/4575 192/6.8

42 L | No. K20902
75 L | No. K21002

Where can you store dirty laundry, wet socks or toys? PS10 dry bags 
are the perfect solution. Colour coding helps organize and locate 
items quickly. Each pack displays its volume in litres. Endless storage 
options inside backpacks or panniers. These robust dry bags store, 
organize and protect your gear from water, dust and dirt and save you 
from endless searching.

FURTHER FEATURES:
Broad base loop for easy unpacking 
| Reinforced circular base made of 
folding and abrasion-resistant PS17 
fabric | Also available as an ultralight 
liner with sturdy square-shaped base 
(31 x 42 cm/ 16.5 x 12.2 in.)

ADVICE:
Closure of PS10 dry bags must be 
rolled at least 5-6 times. Please add 
15-20 cm/5-8 in.  
for the total length.

ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT  
DRY BAG PS10

FURTHER FEATURES:
Easy to clean | Roll closure with stiffener bar and buckles 

ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT DRY BAG  
LINER PS10

The durable waterproof liner 
made of coated nylon fabric with 
roll closure is designed as a 
rucksack or pack liner. An ideal 
supplement for non-waterproof 
duffles, backpacks or trekking 
packs. It will keep your gear dry 
and clean. The square shaped 
base made of abrasion resistant 
PS33 uses every inch in your 
pack. 

DRY BAG PS10 WITH VALVE

No air left! If you can say this about your ORTLIEB compression dry 
bag, you will be happy about gaining further space inside your pack. By 
means of the valve mechanism air is expelled from the bag, reducing 
the packing volume to a minimum. The ultralight nylon fabric PS10 is 
waterproof - an ideal supplement for non waterproof baggage. The roll 
closure with a fabric stiffener bar is easy for one person to handle.

dark grey

orange

orange

olive

dark grey

dark grey

ocean bluelight green

light green



DUFFLE RG
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TRAVEL BAGS

TRAVEL
MORE.

 
IP 67DATA

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620/PS620C TIZIP 23/9.0 55/21.6 35/13.7 34/2074 2800

PD620/PS620C TIZIP 27,2/10.7 68/26.7 40/15.7 60/3661 3250

PD620/PS620C TIZIP 29,5/11.6 83/32.6 40/15.7 85/ 5187 3450

34 L | No. K12001
60 L | No. K12101
85 L | No. K12201

34 L | No. K12002
60 L | No. K12102
85 L | No. K12202

Planning a weekend trip, an active vacation or an overseas journey? 
Looking for a maximally durable and waterproof travel bag that 
offers additional comfort? If yes, you should definitely consider 
the ORTLIEB Duffle RG. In contrast to the Duffle RS, which was 
conceived for expedition-level use, the Duffle RG is outfitted with an 
aluminum wheel frame that makes it especially easy to tow. Indeed, 
the bag’s large wheels, telescope aluminum handle and impact-
proof underside give it excellent off-road handling. Free standing 
when full or empty, the ORTLIEB Duffle RG can be moved in three 
different ways. It can be wheeled using the telescope handle, 
carried with one hand or worn as a backpack. The waterproof 
polyester fabric and the 10-mm waterproof TIZIP Masterseal zipper 
ensure that the bag’s contents remain optimally protected in all 
conditions. Thanks to its compact size (55 x 35 x 23 cm), the 
smallest Duffle RG offers a special advantage: it qualifies as a 
carry-on aboard commercial flights. But despite its dimensions, it 
still offers 34 liters of stowage space and is therefore an ideal bag 
for short trips. 

FURTHER FEATURES:
Large 100 mm wheels | aluminum plate between the wheels to protect the 
bag’s underside | removable, padded shoulder straps for use as backpack | 
wire loop for zipper padlock | mesh zippered outside pocket (not waterproof) 
| zippered inside pocket | compression belt on inside for volume control 

black sunyellow-black



DUFFLE RS
180 cm
70 in.
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70 in.
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IP 67DATA

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620/PS620C TIZIP 29/11 73/29 45/18 85/5200 2790/98.4

PD620/PS620C TIZIP 33/13 86/33 45/18 110/6700 2990/105.5

PD620/PS620C TIZIP 36/14 98/38 45/18 140/8550 3190/112.5

85 L   | No. K13001
110 L | No. K13101
140 L | No. K13201

85 L   | No. K13002
110 L | No. K13102
140 L | No. K13202

85 L   | No. K13003
110 L | No. K13103
140 L | No. K13203

TRAVEL BAGS
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FIND
YOUR PATH.

Winner of the OutDoor INDUSTRY AWARD 2014, the Duffle RS 
is made to withstand the rigors of the most adventurous of 
expeditions while at the same time offering a high degree of travel 
comfort. The bag’s heavy-duty wheel system is connected to the 
body of the bag in a waterproof manner. The 100 mm wheels and 
the rigid floor plate made of contoured aluminum offer increased 
floor clearance – ideal for both airport terminals and rugged 
outdoor terrain. And given the importance of lightweight luggage, 
especially when travelling by plane, the bag’s designers opted for 
an adjustable grip that guarantees plenty of leg clearance and 
comfortable towing instead of a heavy telescopic towing frame. The 
foam padding at the base of the bag offers enhanced stability when 
the bag is fully loaded and the watertight zipper that runs across 
the whole length of the bag gives you quick access to your gear. 
The zipper can also be locked using the integrated wire loop and a 
small cable lock (not included). 

FURTHER FEATURES:
Padded, removable shoulder straps you can use to carry the bag like a back-
pack | Compression strap | Zippered internal pocket | Mesh outside pocket 
(not watertight) | 2 daisy chains for attaching more gear

black sunyellow-black ocean blue-black



DUFFLE
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IP 67DATA

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620/PS620C TIZIP 22/8.7 53/20.1 31/12.2 40/2441 986/34.8

PD620/PS620C TIZIP 29/9.3 58/18.6 35/11.3 60/3661 1180/38

PD620/PS620C TIZIP 31/12.2 65/25.6 44/17.3 85/5187 1360/48

PD620/PS620C TIZIP 34/11 70/22.5 46/14.8 110/6713 1490/48

40 L   | No. K1471
60 L   | No. K1431
85 L   | No. K1401
110 L | No. K1451

40 L   | No. K1472
60 L   | No. K1432
85 L   | No. K1402
110 L | No. K1452

40 L   | No. K1473
60 L   | No. K1433
85 L   | No. K1403
110 L | No. K1453

40 L   | No. K1474
60 L   | No. K1434
85 L   | No. K1404
110 L | No. K1454

The Duffle is for adventurers searching the extreme and expecting 
excellent performance. The waterproof travel bag protects clothing 
etc. from water and dirt, and can quickly be converted into a back-
pack by using the padded handles as shoulder straps. A long TIZIP 
zip allows quick access to your gear. Internal straps compress the 
volume. The tough PS620C base fabric makes it an extremely durable 
expedition bag. The bag can be secured with a padlock (not included) 
through a wire loop at the zipper.

FURTHER FEATURES:
2 internal zippered pockets | 1 outer zippered pocket (not waterproof) |  
Daisy chain for fixing and attaching further gear | Easy to clean

black white-black sunyellow-black ocean blue-black
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Photo: Leeway Collective

 
IP 64DATA

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620 S 24/9.4 48/18.9 24/9.4 24/1465 670/23.7

PD620 M 30/11.8 54/21.3 27/10.6 31/1892 760/26.8

PD620 L 34/13.4 61/24 32/12.6 49/2990 910/32.1

PD620 XL 40/15.7 71/28 40/15.7 89/5431 1190/42

24 L | No. K61H2
31 L  | No. K62H2
49 L | No. K63H2
89 L | No. K64H2

24 L | No. K39
31 L  | No. K40
49 L | No. K41
89 L | No. K42

24 L | No. K61H3
31 L  | No. K62H3
49 L | No. K63H3
89 L | No. K64H3

24 L | No. K61
31 L  | No. K62
49 L | No. K63
89 L | No. K64

24 L | No. K61H4
31 L  | No. K62H4
49 L | No. K63H4
89 L | No. K64H4

24 L | No. K61H5
31 L  | No. K62H5
49 L | No. K63H5
89 L | No. K64H5

SPONSORING

Photo: Leeway Collective
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Photos: Leeway Collective

www.balkanriverstour.com
www.facebook.com/balkanriverstour
www.instagram.com/balkanriverstour

This waterproof travel bag has all the advantages of an easy to use dry 
bag: its flexible and variable packing volume adjusts to any situation 
and takes all the gear for travelling and sports. The roll closure with 
stiffener bar has its roots in stuff sack technology. It fits perfectly into 
bike trailers and sizes S or M can be combined with ORTLIEB Back- and 
Sport-Rollers Plus and Classic on the rack for bike touring. This robust 
multi-talent bag is also good on motorcycles. Comfortably carried with 
adjustable padded shoulder strap and carrying handles. Rack-Pack is 
available in four sizes.

FURTHER FEATURES:
Roll closure with stiffener bar | Compression straps | Buckles for combining with 
bike panniers

ADVICE:
The Rack-Pack can 
be combined with the 
ORTLIEB Back-Roller 
or Sport-Roller (except 
City-Line models) on 
the rear rack.

yellow

red

white

black

asphaltocean blue

- BALKAN RIVERS TOUR -
I have lots of vivid memories of the times I spent along the river when I was 
a kid. My father took me fishing for the first time when I was 5. I was the one 
who got hooked – by the majesty of the river and the thrill of being close to 
it. Ever since then, rivers have nourished me spiritually, like they nourish the 
planet with water.  

When I discovered the extent to which the rivers of the Balkan Peninsula – 
an area of Southeastern Europe that includes my home in Slovenia – are 
being dammed up in the interest of investment schemes, I was shocked. 
And I am still overwhelmed by sadness when I think of the greed that has 
gained the upper hand in this last part of Europe where wild and pristine riv-
ers flow. The development plans often involve corruption, money laundering 
and opportunism on the part of big foreign corporations. Given the growing 
commitment in Europe to sustainable development, which includes environ-
mental sustainability, plans to build 2,700 new hydro power plants instead of 
upgrading existing ones simply don’t make any sense. And, as it turns, the 
purpose of most of the proposed hydro plants is to produce electricity for 
export to foreign countries, mostly outside Europe. 

Taking a cue from Edward Abbey, who once said that sentiment without 
action is the ruin of the soul, I decided to act. With our team at Leeway 
Collective, we made a short documentary about the Vjosa, Europe’s last 
major free flowing river. Many people who saw the documentary expressed 
an interest in getting involved. It was then that we realized that existing 
river-conservation campaigns lacked two important elements: exposure and 
public appeal. The idea of trying to make river conservation “cool” came 
just in time. Although the idea was not well-received when we presented it 
to prominent NGO leaders, it resonated deeply with local people from the 
Balkan Peninsula, and that was what we needed. The Balkan Rivers Tour is a 
grassroots project whose aim is to expose the insanity of dam construction 

on the Balkan Peninsula to the world, to unite activists from the region and 
to prove that nature conservation is not for experts only and is anything but 
boring. In just 6 months, I have been lucky enough to pull off this challenge 
with the most amazing team you can imagine.
––
Starting on April 16th, Balkan Rivers Tour embarked on a 39-day program 
that included 6 countries, 23 rivers, 390 kilometers of rivers and streams, 
more than 500 kayakers and 1,500 protesters from 18 countries. Our 
concerted paddling action and its media coverage brought our message to 
the world and turned a crazy little idea into the biggest event that was ever 
organized on behalf of European river conservation. It helped to unite people 
and to prove that nature conservation can be exciting. And most important of 
all, it is helping to reveal the truth and to stop the dams.

Lately we have joined forces with fellow kayakers Bernhard Steidl (AUT) from 
WET (Wildwasser Erhalten Tirol) and Day Yates (UK) from Save the River 
Conwy to introduce a collaborative effort that will enable grassroots river 
defenders to continue their work with greater financial support. Working in 
the capacity of a fundraiser and thanks to generous contributions made 
by outdoor brands like Ortlieb, the Free Rivers Fund will distribute critical 
resources to passionate people around the globe who are out there, making 
sure that rivers are allowed to flow freely. Learn more at www.freerivers.org.



DAY-SHOT

 
IP 67

PVC
freeDATA

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS42/PS42R TIZIP 50/19.7 31/12.2 20/7.9 21/1281 2050/72.3

No. P9651

CAMERA BAGS
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CAMERA BAGS

COLLECT
MEMORIES.

Experienced photographers know that pictures are stronger than 
words. ORTLIEB has designed a concept for functional transport 
systems, so that you are not going to miss one of those moments. 
ORTLIEB camera bags protect highly sensitive photographic equip-
ment from humidity, dust and impacts, but allow in the decisive mo-

ment quick access to camera, lens, binocular etc. So when looking 
for the best moment and the nicest motive you are well prepared. 
For many years professional photographers and scientists have 
entrusted their technology to ORTLIEB.

SEIZE THE  
MOMENT !

This flexible camera backpack is a favourite for professionals and 
amateurs alike. It is tough and reliable, and protects sensitive equip-
ment from dust, rain and impacts. The PU coated nylon pack offers 
plenty of room for voluminous photographic equipment, additional 
food, gear and clothing. A waterproof internal compartment is propor-
tioned to take a DSLR camera with zoom lens, two further lenses (wide 
angle to standard) and one small tele lens, flash unit and 10” laptop. 
The flap inner pockets hold accessories such as memory cards, 
rechargeable batteries, filters etc. There are numerous fixing options 
and gear loops for further equipment like a tripod. 
The Day-Shot can be carried with two straps like a backpack (com-
fortable carrying system) or with only one strap (sling function) over 
your shoulder (the other strap can be stowed away in the pack). It may 
also be carried in the front, and offers the advantage of the camera 
being quickly accessible for a snapshot thanks to the waterproof 
TIZIP zipper. A quick lens change does not require the pack to be put 
down, and it also serves as stable support for the camera for blur-free 
pictures.

FURTHER FEATURES:
Carrying handle | Daisy chwains for fixing further gear | Integrated tripod fixing 
on front | Outer flap with accessory pocket (not waterproof) | Abrasion-resistant 
base

grey



DIGI-SHOT SOFT-SHOT

V-SHOT

Digi-Shot M Digi-Shot L

 
IP 67

 
IP 67

 
IP 67

PVC
free

PVC
free

PVC
free

DATA

DATA

DATA

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS42/PS42R M 18.5/7.3 23.5/9.3 13.5/5.3 5.9/360 721/25.4

PS42/PS42R L 22.5/8.9 27.5/10.8 17.5/6.9 10.8/659 921/32.4

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS42/PS42R TIZIP 21/8.3 27.5/10.8 15.5/6.1 9.7/591 781/27.5

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS42/PS42R TIZIP 23.5/9.3 18.5/7.3 13.5/5.3 3.6/219 442/15.6

M | No. P9010
L  | No. P9110

No. P9401

No. P9210

CAMERA BAGS
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A miracle when it comes to space. The bag is designed for 
extensive camera equipment. Digi-Shot has a waterproof rigid main 
compartment and is available in two sizes. Size M offers room for 
larger SLR cameras with zoom lens and two further lenses (wide angle 
to standard). Size L is proportioned to take larger SLR cameras with 
zoom lens, a second body and three further lenses with a flash unit.
The main compartment (of both sizes) features a waterproof zipper 
and buckle sealed flap for quick camera access. Individually 
adjustable inner divisions are adaptable to equipment. Filters, 
rechargeable batteries and other accessories fit into the flap with 
inner mesh pockets (not waterproof) or the outer mesh pockets with 
Velcro. Carrying handle and the comfort padded removable shoulder 
strap with snap hook for carrying heavy loads.

Ideal allrounder for active outdoors people: V-Shot is a compact 
camera bag with waterproof zipper. Reliable in toughest weathers and 
climates it offers room for a DSLR camera with a 200 mm zoom lens, 
rechargeable batteries, memory card and further accessories. The 
V-shaped bag is flexible and versatile in use either as shoulder bag or 
prepared for hands-free carrying when fixed to the ORTLIEB camera 
carrying system (optional accessory for fixing to D-rings) which keeps 
your hands free for climbing or using poles.

The cool appearance of the waterproof Soft-Shot with buckled flap 
disguises its real purpose - at first sight it does not look like a camera 
bag. The bag is designed for a DSLR camera with zoom lens and up to 
three further lenses. Well protected but still quick to hand. Separate 
sleeve takes a tablet PC. The flap allows fast access to the main 
compartment. The internal dividers are individually adjustable and 
can be adapted to fit any personal camera gear. A padded removable 
shoulder strap is fixed with snap hooks.

FURTHER FEATURES:
PU coated nylon fabric | Size M has belt loops and D-rings for fixing to 
carrying system for camera bags (optional accessory) | Size L has tripod 
attachment loops

FURTHER FEATURES:
PU coated nylon fabric | Removable padded shoulder strap with snap hook | 
Carrying handle | Belt loops on reverse side

FURTHER FEATURES:
Waterproof zippered main compartment | Buckled flap with integrated mesh 
pockets (not waterproof) for accessories e.g. memory cards, rechargeable 
batteries, filters etc. | PU coated nylon fabric

OPTIONAL ACCESSORY:
Carrying system for camera bags

grey

grey

grey



COMPACT-SHOT

AQUA-CAM

CAMERA BAGS
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IP 67

 
IP 54

PVC
free

PVC
freeDATA DATA

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS42/PS42R TIZIP 14/5.5 15.5/17.5  6.1/6.9 11/4.3 1.5 356

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS36C QSC 18/7.1 26/10.2 15/5.9 7/427 500/17.7

No. P9310 No. P9101

Whether out on a desert expedition, hiking along a mountain trail 
or retreating to one of your favorite local greenways, the Compact 
Shot will reliably protect your compact or system camera against 
the rain and dust. The bag’s waterproof, largemouth zipper always 
offers you quick access at the critical moment. The handle, the de-
tachable shoulder strap and the waist strap on the back of the bag 
ensure that you will have various ways of comfortably carrying your 
precious gear. The ORTLIEB camera carrying system, which can 
be purchased separately, will allow you to carry the Compact Shot 
snugly on your body, effectively leaving your hands free for other 
important tasks, like climbing, riding a bike or Nordic walking. 

FURTHER FEATURES:
inner pocket for memory cards

OPTIONAL ACCESSORY:
Carrying system for camera bags

Aqua-Cam protects your photo equipment against dust and 
spraywater. Clever organisation of storage space and high flexibility. 
Removable pads allow individual adjustment to personal camera gear. 
The slider ensures quick access to camcorder or camera.

FURTHER FEATURES:
Padded adjustable shoulder strap with snap hooks | Rear loops for fixing 
onto belt | D-rings for fixing the carrying system for camera bags (optional 
accessory)

grey graphite-black



PROTECTAQUA-ZOOM
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IP 54

 
IP 54

 
IP 54

PVC
free

PVC
free

PVC
free

DATA

DATA

DATA

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS36C QSC 24/9.4 6/152.4/5.9 11/4.3 2.8/171 340/12

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS36C QSC 12/4.7 15/5.9 7/2.8 1.3/79 110/3.9

 g/oz.

Nylon 130/4.6

No. P9201

No. P9301

No. P15

CAMERA BAGS
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When every second counts, the waterproof Quick Seal Closure slider 
allows easy and quick access to get those shots. The handy and padded 
Protect offers more than just protection for compact and digital cameras, 
GPS or small binoculars. 

Protect is compatbile with the ORTLIEB camera carrying system (optional 
accessory) and also can be carried as a shoulder bag or on the belt.

With the Camera Harness System you won’t miss a snapshot, 
as it keeps your camera within reach and holds it safely close 
to your body leaving your hands free. This is a real advantage 
for climbing, canoeing and other activities. Suitable for 
following ORTLIEB camera bags: Digi-Shot M, V-Shot, 
Aqua-Cam, Aqua-Zoom, Protect, Compact-Shot.

FURTHER FEATURES:
Rear loops for vertical or horizontal fixing onto belt (max. width 30 mm) or 
with strap onto other bags | Adjustable shoulder strap with snap hook

FURTHER FEATURES:
Adjustable buckles for flexible adaption to body size | 
Snaphooks for quick and universal fixing | Small packing vol-
ume in stowaway bag (not waterproof)

OPTIONAL ACCESSORY:
Carrying system for camera bags

ADVICE:
Temperatures below -5°C/23°F may affect the function of the sealing lip!

CARRYING SYSTEM FOR  
CAMERA BAGS 

Photography on water is highly demanding on the equipment. The 
waterproof Aqua-Zoom offers maximum protection for cameras with 
zoom lens or small tele lens, even under tough outdoor conditions. 

Adaptable dividers and pads ensure security. The Quick Seal Closure 
allows quick access to get the best shots.

FURTHER FEATURES:
Slider allows easy and quick closing | Rear loops for fixing onto belt | Padded 
adjustable shoulder strap with snap hook | Compatible with carrying system 
for camera bags (optional accessory)

ADVICE • AQUA-CAM/AQUA-ZOOM/PROTECT:
Temperatures below -5°C/23°F may affect the  
function of the sealing lip!

graphite-black

graphite-black

black
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HORSE RIDING

 
IP 54

PVC
free PAIRDATA

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD60 40/15,7 25/9,8 14/5,5 30/1831 1620/57,2

No. K6002

RIDE 
TO NEW 
HORIZONS.

11/2016

Imagine the wind in your face, the sun on your skin and 
only the sound of hoof beats. Enjoy it even more knowing 
that your gear is kept dry and safe, be it on short horse 
rides across farmland or multi-day horse treks through the 
bush. ORTLIEB horse panniers are spacious, waterproof 
and comfortable for horse and rider.

STAY IN THE SADDLE!

HORSE PANNIERS

Enjoy nature, get away from your daily routine and form a team with 
your four-legged partner: horse back riding is an effective way to 
escape and slow down. However, you will reach relaxation and your 
day’s destiny only if both - rider and horse – enjoy what they do. 
This constitutes the development background of our horse pan-
niers. They are designed for perfect packing with compression of 
volume and tight packing to keep things stable. A rear pad prevents 

unpleasant chafing. The welded waterproof panniers offer reliable 
protection from water and dirt, and feature a lid with snow gasket 
and draw cord. In favour of your horse please watch out for equal 
weight distribution. It is advisable to use an extra pad or blanket 
underneath the pack. The horse panniers feature a tough tear and 
abrasion resistant fabric that are easy to clean and can be mount-
ed to distance, trekking, military, western and all-round saddles.

FURTHER FEATURES:
Including fixing straps | Four 3M 
Scotchlite reflectors 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORY:
Rack - Pack S and M | Inner pocket 
Input | Outer Pocket | Mesh Pocket | 
Bottle Cage

First-Aid-Kits for horse-riding 
see page 149

black
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PVC
free

PVC
free

PVC
free

PVC
free

BPA
free

BPA
free

BPA
free

BPA
free

BPA
free

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATADATA

 cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS17 35/13.8 22/8.7 10/610 190/6.7

 cm/in.  g/oz.

PVC/PP 85/33.5 70/2.5

 cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS17L 2L 30/11.8 20/7.9 2/122 80/2.8

PS17L 4L 38/15 25/9.8 4/244 130/4.6

PS17L 10L 44/17.3 36/14.2 10/610 160/5.6

 cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS17L 2L 16/6.3 40/15.7 2/122 110/3.9

 g/oz.

PA 5/0.2

No. N27

No. N4201

2L   | No. N22
4L   | No. N24
10L | No. N26

No. N30

No. N48

2L   | No. N45
4L   | No. N46
10L | No. N47

No. N49

WATER TRANSPORT
WATER TRANSPORT
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On extended tours far away from civilization, priorities are reduced 
to the essentials: this includes 100% hygienic drinking water. The 
tear-resistant light weight ORTLIEB water products with food grade 

internal coating have a minimum volume of 2 l / 122 cu. in.  
The ergonomic design and variable carrying construction optimize 
planning of resources and transportation.

The lightweight alternative to plastic or aluminium bottles. The 
compact Water Bag features straps for fixing to the backpack, and 
is made of tear-resistant and watertight fabric. Food grade coating 
on the inside ensures safe transport of your water. The 4 and 10 
liter versions can be easily fixed to branches or vehicles thanks to 
the two handles being provided with buckles.

The Water Belt has a variety 
of attachment possibilities. It 
can be worn like a fanny pack 
around the waist or attached 
to the exterior of a backpack. 
Combine it with the ORTLIEB 
drinking tube to create a hydra-
tion system.

The ideal tool for energetic outdoor activities: with the drinking tube 
you can transform an ORTLIEB Water Bag, Water Belt or „PET“-bot-
tle into a hydration system: remove valve, insert tube into water 
container, screw valve back on. The 33.5 in. long tube features a 
lockable bite-valve and one screw cap.

The Shower Valve can be put onto all ORTLIEB water containers. Re-
move the dust cap, put on the shower valve, and open the tap. The 
contents of the Water Sack are enough for a pleasant shower. Can 
also be used as a garden shower or watering can. 

GET TO THE SOURCE! WATER BAG

WATER BELT DRINKING TUBE

SHOWER VALVE

Goodbye bulky containers. The ORTLIEB Water Sack ensures 
reliable water supply in your camp doing without big and bulky can-
isters. On tour the Water Sack can be packed away taking up very 
little space, in the camp it offers a generous 10 litres for cooking, 
washing or even for a shower. The large roll closure opening allows 
easy filling. The Water Sack is made of tear-resistant, waterproof 
fabric, and the integrated base valve allows easy metering. The 
Watersack can be combined with the purification filter by Katadyn. 

WATER SACK

FURTHER FEATURES:
Buckles for hanging | Combination with Katadyn filter possible

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
Shower Valve | Drinking Tube

FURTHER FEATURES:
Tear-resistant, waterproof fabric | Welded seams 
| Adjustable strap with buckle for comfortable 
carrying | Can be combined with outdoor filters for 
water purification and with the ORTLIEB drinking 
tube

FURTHER FEATURES:
Valve inside the cap for pressure compensation inside the container | 
Mouthpiece can be taken apart for hygienic cleaning 

FURTHER FEATURES:
Small holes for constant showering | Quick opening and closing of valve

APPLICATIONS:
Camping shower | Seat or head pillow | Weight for paragliding | Buoyancy means 
for diving | Can be combined with outdoor filters for water purification | Can be 
combined with the drinking tube for use as a hydration system

ADVICE:
All water containers are suited for water only (max. temperature 
60°C/140°F). Do not use for alcoholic, sweet or acid liquids. Do not expose 
drinking water too long to the heat. Change water regularly. Store dry and 
open. Clean inside with denture cleaning tablets. Clean outside with warm 
water, brush and neutral soap. Clean the valve regularly.

ADVICE: 
The Water Sack is not suited for transportation in horizontal position. For 
transporting water inside a pack or pannier we recommend our Water Bag or 
Water Belt.

black

black

black

blue

blue

blue blue
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DATA

DATA cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620 5 L 12/4.7 24/9.4 24/9.4 5/305 200/7.1

PD620 10 L 14/5.5 30/11.8 30/11.8 10/610 260/9.2

PD620 20 L  28/11 30/11.8 30/11.8 20/1221 400/14.1

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PD620 50 L 20/7.9 62/24.4 42/16.5 50/3051 750/26.5

5 L    | No. N11B
10 L  | No. N12B

No. N200

5 L    | No. N11G
10 L  | No. N12G

20 L  | No. N120

CARRY
ALL.

Use it to get water, wash fruit and vegetables, do the dishes, bath 
babies – the versatility of the ORTLIEB fold-up basin is unlimited. 
Yes, you’ve probably survived without one, but it sure can add 
convenience to your outdoor adventures! The basin is available in 
three sizes (5L, 10L and 20L) and it can be conveniently folded up 
when not in use. 

FURTHER FEATURES:
3D-welded seams | Reinforced spillproof rim | Square-shaped stable bottom 
| 2 robust carrying handles

FOLDING BOWL

Developed by the ORTLIEB inventors: the foldable liner is univer-
sally applicable for the transport of wet or dirty equipment. It is 
stabilised with locking stiffeners on both sides, and is a robust, 
superior, reusable alternative to plastic bags etc.  
This roomy container made of PVC-coated polyester fabric is easy 
to clean, and easy to pack away when not in use. 

FOLDABLE LINER

FURTHER FEATURES:
Robust carrying strap handles | Easy to clean | 3-D welded seams 

ADVISE: 
Not for transporting liquids in the trunk/boot.

ocean blue green green

green
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SAFE-IT

 
IP 64

PVC
freeDATA

S     | No. D2101
M    | No. D2111
L     | No. D2121
XL   | No. D2131
XXL | No. D2141

S     | No. D2102
M    | No. D2112
L     | No. D2122
XL   | No. D2132
XXL | No. D2142

 cm/in.  cm/in.  g/oz.

PS33/PF15 S 14/5.5 7,5/2.9 14/0.4

PS33/PF15 M 16/6.2 8/3.1 16/0.5

PS33/PF15 L 18/7.0 9,5/3.7 22/0.7

PS33/PF15 XL 21/8.2 14/5.5 34/1.1

PS33/PF15 XXL 25/9.2 17/6.6 44/1.5

S M XLL XXL

PROTECT 
YOUR  
GEAR.

Your smartphones, tablets, e-readers and GPS devices need 
special protection when you take them along on a ride.  This 
protection is provided by the practical Safe-it pouch, which comes 
in five different sizes for all of your mobile devices! The proven 
roll closure offers reliable protection against spray water and dust 
without limiting your ability to operate your devices, including the 
side buttons. All Safe-its come with smart drawstring cords that 
allow you to conveniently carry your devices. Safe-it models in size 
S and M are also outfitted with loops that allow you to attach your 
device to your belt or backpack. 

FURTHER FEATURES:
Tear-resistant, UV-resistant polyurethane | protection against dirt, scratches 
and liquids | adjustable drawstring cord | transparent window on rear for 
cameras | lightweight design | attachment set (Article No. F1420) for mount-
ing your Safe-it (Sizes S to XL) to Ultimate handlebar bags (except for the 
Ultimate Compact) available on request

Press the following link for a chart of device sizes and matching Safe-it 
sizes: www.tinyurl.com/hgw2hat

black-transparent lime-transparent
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IP 64

PVC
free

PVC
free

PVC
free

PVC
free

Photo: Matthias Haupt

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

 cm/in.  cm/in.  g/oz.

PS17 11/4.3 30/11.8 60/2.1

 cm/in.  cm/in.  g/oz.

PS17 A6 15/5.9 11/4.3 20/0.7

PS17 A5 22/8.7 15/5.9 40/1.4

 cm/in.  cm/in.  g/oz.

PS17 27/10.6 27/10.6 80/2.8

PS17 XL 50/19.7 35/13.8 200/7.1

 cm/in.  cm/in.  g/oz.

PF15 A6 15/5.9 11/4.3 30/1.1

PF15 A5 22/8.7 15/5.9 50/1.8

PF15 A4 30/11.8 22/8.7 80/2.8

No. D09S

A6 | No. D05S
A5 | No. D06S

     | No. D13
XL | No. D19

A6 | No. D01
A5 | No. D02
A4 | No. D03

PROTECTION BAGS
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MONEY BELT

DOCUMENT BAG

VALUABLE BAG

MAP CASE

Weatherproof, polyurethane-coated money belt with roll closure. 
Ideal for travel and outdoor activities of all kinds. Typically worn 
close to the body, the opaque money belt is an ideal means of pro-
tecting your important travel documents, cash and other valuables 
against theft, moisture, dirt and dust. The adjustable belt is outfit-
ted with a snap buckle and can be extended to a circumference of 
105 cm. 

Find your bearings. The transparent map case protects your maps 
from moisture, mud, dirt and UV-light. Ideal for hiking, paragliding, 
canoeing or biking – your map is kept dry and readable from both 
sides. It may be carried around your neck or secured to your ruck-
sack. Available in two sizes. 

Perfect for safe storage of maps, passports and other important 
documents while travelling. The dust and waterproof transparent 
bags are made of UV, tear and crease resistant fabric with seams 
as tough as the material itself. They will withstand extreme atmos-
pheric temperatures and repeated use. Also suitable for electronic 
devices such as GPS, cell phone or MP3 player. Comes with neck 
cord and stainless steel eyelets. Available in three sizes.

If you need to protect and hide your travel documents and money 
matters, then the Money Belt is the product to go with. It is de-
signed to be worn around your waist to keep your valuables safe, 
dry and clean. The Valuables Bag is the non-transparent version 
of our Document Bag. Use it wherever you want to keep contents 
out of sight. Both products are lightweight. With neck cord and 
stainless steel eyelets.

FURTHER FEATURES:
Waterproof roll-closure with Velcro | Neck cord with cord locks & snap hooks

MAP CASE XL:
Suitable for large format sea charts and sketches | Waterproof roll-closure 
with Velcro | Neck cord with cord locks & snap hooks

 transparent

 transparent

black

black



FIRST AID KIT

REGULAR MEDIUM HIGH ULTRA-HIGH

FIRST AID KIT
FIRST AID KIT
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 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS21 Medium 15/5.9 15/5.9 8/3.1 1.2/73 270/9.5

PS21 without content* 15/5.9 15/5.9 8/3.1 1.2/73 70/2.5

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS21 Ultra-High Cycling 20/7.9 20/7.9 11/4.3 3.3/201 640/22.6

PS21 Ultra-High Trekking 20/7.9 20/7.9 11/4.3 3.3/201 640/22.6

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS21 High Motorbike 17/6.7 18/7.1 10/3.9 2/122 570/20.1

PS21 High Cycling 17/6.7 18/7.1 10/3.9 2/122 570/20.1

PS21 High Trekking 17/6.7 18/7.1 10/3.9 2/122 570/20.1

PS21 High Canoe/Kayak 17/6.7 18/7.1 10/3.9 2/122 570/20.1

PS21 High Horseriding 17/6.7 18/7.1 10/3.9 2/122 570/20.1

PS21 High without content* 17/6.7 18/7.1 10/3.9 2/122 130/4.6

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS21 Regular 12/4.7 11/4.3 8/3.1 0.6/36 140/4.9
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IP 64

PVC
free

PVC
free

PVC
free

PVC
free

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

MEDIUM
No. D1702

ULTRA-HIGH Cycling
No. D1708

HIGH Canoe/Kayak
No. D1706

HIGH Motorbike
No. D1703

HIGH Horseriding
No. D1707

HIGH Cycling
No. D1704

HIGH Trekking
No. D1705

REGULAR
No. D1701

MEDIUM | w.c.*
No. D1752

ULTRA-HIGH Trekking
No. D1709

HIGH | w.c.*
No. D1754

REGULAR HIGH

ULTRA-HIGH

MEDIUM

SAFETY LEVEL 
REGULAR/MEDIUM

SAFETY LEVEL 
HIGH

SAFETY LEVEL 
ULTRA HIGHCONTENT

Never again without: ORTLIEB’s First Aid Kits should be an inherent 
component of your equipment. The First Aid Kits are waterproof 
sleeves made of PU-coated nylon fabric with roll closure, and are 
available in four different sizes and safety levels (Regular, Medium, 
High, Ultra-high). Regular and Medium are suitable for most outdoor 
activities. Safety Level High contains (in addition to the basic) supple-
mentary equipment required for a specific field of sport: motor biking, 
cycling, trekking, canoeing/kayaking, horse riding.  
The well stocked Ultra High version allows optimal first aid for trekking 
and cycling sports, and is also designed for small groups. All kits fea-
ture belt loops. The models High and Ultra High have additional straps 
for fixing to a backpack etc.

FURTHER FEATURES:
International first aid symbol (white cross on green background) on the 
front | Versions Medium to Ultra-High feature a removable inner pocket for 
personal stocking and for quick access | Fixing for shoulder strap (optional 
accessory, article code E16)
Versions Medium and High may also be ordered without contents (with 
imprint: First Aid Kit, white cross on green background, ORTLIEB-Logo; with 
inner pocket and velcro) 

It’s naturally best not to need it. But if you do need it, then it’s a real 
blessing if you have it. These carefully assembled First Aid Kits allow 
you to respond appropriately and on-location to small emergencies, 
and to thereby make a difference. No matter how big or small your 
adventure, a First Aid Kit belongs in your pack! Given that they’re made 
by ORTLIEB, you can rest assured that the contents of your kit will 
remain clean and dry even when the rain refuses to stop.

ORTLIEB LIGHT & FAST 
FIRST-AID KITS

CONTENT REGULAR MEDIUM
MOTORBIKE 
DIN 13167

TREKKING CYCLING HORSERIDING CANOE TREKKING CYCLING

1 pair surgery gloves 1 x 1 x 2 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 2 x 2 x
compressive bandage 2 x 1 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x
tape 5 m 5 m 5 m 5 m 5 m 5 m 5 m 5 m 5 m
wound pads 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x
1 set plaster strips 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x
gauge bandage 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 2 x 2 x
rescue blanket 220 x 160 cm 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x
dressing bandage sterile 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x
sticking plaster 8 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 5 x 5 x
1 pair of scissors 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x
elastic bandage with closure 2 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 2 x 1 x
1 pair of tick tweezers 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x
blister pads of heel 3 x 3 x
blood lancets 5 x 5 x
1 Grip tubular bandage 1 x 1 x
1 container for eye shower 1 x 1 x
1 wound cleaning brush 1 x 1 x
1 disposable clinical thermometer 1 x 1 x 1 x
1 instant cool pack 1 x
finger bandages 2 x
blister pads for hands 3 x
1 respiratory mask 1 x
1 set waterproof plaster strips 1 x
1 finger stall 3 x
1 pair of forceps 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x
triangular bandage 1 x 1 x
alcohol pads 10 x 10 x
1 set wound stitch strips 1 x 1 x
first aid instructions multilingual 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x

*without content
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T-PACK

DATA

DATA

organic cotton S - XL

microfibre

S     | No. O01S
M    | No. O01M
L     | No. O01L
XL   | No. O01XL
XXL | No. O01XXL

Ladderlock buckle
50cm x 2cm   | No. S01L
100cm x 2cm | No. S03L
100cm x 2cm | No. S05L
Metal buckle
50cm x 2cm   | No. S01M
100cm x 2cm | No. S03M
100cm x 2cm | No. S05M

No. O102

ACCESSORIES

DATA

 g/oz.

PD620 170/6

No. D961

No. D10F

No. D962 No. D963 No. D966

 cm/in.  cm/in.  g/oz.

PD620L 12/4.7 19/7.5 30/1.1

DATA

 cm/in.  cm/in.  cm/in.  L/cu.in.  g/oz.

PS21/PS21R 14/5.5 7/12 2.8/4.7 9/3.5 1.3/79 220/7.8

 
IP 64

PVC
freeDATA

No. D6101 No. D6102

ACCESSORIES
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Our engineers have the best ideas in their leisure time when they go 
hiking, motor biking, mountain biking or camping. Just when you real-
ize that the toilet paper is soaking wet, you are craving for a cup of hot 

coffee out in the wilderness, or when it is raining cats and dogs and 
you can’t carry an umbrella, a genuine idea might be born.

You should never leave without the ORTLIEB Rain Hat. It is suitable 
for collecting water or protecting your head. The waterproof light 
weight hat can be easily stowed away in a jacket pocket. It features 
a broad rim and an adjustable cord with cord lock. One size fits all 
(size 60).

Right when you need it, it is gone or no longer usable – toilet paper. 
The waterproof outdoor toilet paper holder T-Pack safely transports 
and protects your tissue. When the bag is open, the roll hangs 
under the bag and is protected from rain.

For many outdoor enthusiasts, freshly brewed coffee is a must. No 
way to replace it by instant powder. With the ORTLIEB filter holder 
you have a compact and foldable alternative to bulky filters. It is 
set up with pins, sticks or tent pegs which are inserted through the 
loops, and placed above the kettle or cup; simply insert the paper 
filter and coffee, and enjoy your hot cup. 

Useful, comfortable to wear and trendy! Made of high-quality organic 
cotton will make nice presents for ORTLIEB fans. Made in Turkey.

Seamless, flexible, multi-fit tubular accessory. 100% polyester 
microfibre, wicks moisture; breathable. Made in Spain.

Compression straps 2cm wide, designed for universal use, e.g. for 
fixing baggage on motorbike, bycicle, boat or pack animal. Available 
in different lengths with metal or plastic buckle. 

TYPICAL ORTLIEB RAIN HAT

COFFEE FILTER  HOLDER

ORTLIEB-SHIRT

TUBULAR BUFFCOMPRESSION STRAPS

FURTHER FEATURES:
Roll-off function | Adjustable and 
removable fixing strap with buckle 
closure | Comes with 1 roll of dou-
ble-layered toilet paper

FURTHER FEATURES:
Heat-resistant material | Also serves as funnel | Comes with 5 paper filters 
size 1 x 4

grey-blue
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black
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blue black

orange-mango black-slate
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SPARE PARTS
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BIKE PANNIERS WITH QL1-SYSTEM No.

1 QL1 rail long (5 holes) with mounting screws, w/o hooks for Back-Roller, Bike-Packer, Office-Bag up to ’06 E106

1 QL1 rail long (4 holes) with mounting screws, w/o hooks for Back-Roller, Bike-Packer, Office-Bag Mod. from ’07 E169

1 QL1 rail short with mounting screws, w/o hooks for Sport-Roller, Front-Roller, Sport-Packer E170

2 QL1 hooks with handle, 16 mm, with inserts for 8 and 10mm from model ’93 E162

Anchoring hook, 10 mm with lower rail, incl. mounting screws from model ’96 E109

Anchoring hook, 16 mm with lower rail, incl. mounting screws from model ’96 E110

Curved rail for lower QL1 mounting system  
1 pc., incl. mounting screws

from model 2010 E176

QL1 anchoring hook, 
1 pc., incl. mounting screws

from model 2010 E177

QL1 screw set f. 4 and 5holes-rail (5 screws) from model ’93 E10

Anchoring for panniers all models E12

BICYCLEPANNIERS WITH QL1 / QL2-SYSTEM No.

Inserts for QL1 or QL2 hooks (for 1 bag: 2x8mm and 2x11mm) all models with QL2 and QL1 from 2005 E166

Lower QL2 anchoring hook 16 mm (1 piece incl. screws) all models with QL2 (and QL1 from ’07) E143

Elliptical rail for lower anchoring hook (1 piece incl. screws)
all models with QL2 
QL1 from 2007

E144

Abrasion protection for racks, 4 pcs all models with QL1 and QL2 E184

Shoulder strap 80 cm , 25 mm 
with male and female housing „Stealth“, black

for Back-Roller, Front- and Sport-Roller E116

Shoulder strap 80 cm , 25 mm 
with male and female housing „Stealth“, grey

for Back-Roller, Sport-Roller and Front-Roller from 2015 E202

BIKE PANNIERS WITH QL2 / QL2.1-SYSTEM (ALL MODELS FROM ‘99) No.

2 QL2.1 hooks with handle, 16 mm, 
with inserts for 8, 10 and 12 mm

for all QL2.1 and QL2 models E192

2 QL2.1 hooks with handle, 20 mm, 
(no inserts adaptable)

for all QL2.1 and QL2 models E193

Inserts for QL2.1 hooks 
(for 1 bag: 2x8mm and 2x10mm, 2x12mm)

for all QL2.1 models E197

QL2.1 Lower anchoring hook , 1 Stuk 
incl. mounting screws

voor al QL2.1 en QL2 models E194

Curved rail for lower QL2.1 mounting system 
1 pc., incl. mounting screws

for all QL2.1 models E198

Security device for QL2 and QL2.1 panniers 

long:    for Back-Roller, Bike-Packer, Bike-Tourer,  
Office-Bag, Downtown, Velo-Shopper 
Bike-Shopper, Commuter-Bag, 
Recumbentbags

E125

short: for Sport-Roller, Front-Roller, Sport-Packer, Vario, City-Biker,     E124

Elastic strap with hook for Vario QL2/QL2.1 E173

Universal screw set (10 bolts, 10 plastic nuts) 
for screwed bags with QL2.1

E205

HANDLEBAR BAGS AND BASKETS No.

Mounting set for Ultimate6, Barista, Velo-Pocket, Handlebar Basket from model 2013 E185

Mounting Set Ultimate6 / Front Basket for E-Bike from model 2013 E207

Mounting set for Ultimate5 (also 2-4) from model 1996 E164

Longer mounting cable for E 164 an E 185, also suitable 
for curved handlebars (stringlength: 105cm) 

E165

Mounting cable (sparepart) for handlebar bags and baskets 
mounting set lenght 105 cm

E167

Map Case for Ultimate3-5 (press buttonfixation) F14

GPS-Cover for Ultimate2-5 (press buttonfixation)
portrait format 
landscape format

D251 
D252

Inner pocket Ultimate3-4 M, L Modell 1999 - 2006 E141

Shoulder strap Ultimate3-6 M, L (length: 120cm), black from model 1999 E210

Shoulder strap Ultimate6 M, L (length: 120cm), grey Plus models from 2015 E208

Shoulder strap Ultimate2-6 Compact (length: 120cm) E119

Shoulder strap Ultimate2, 120 cm with 2 buckles from model 1996 E95

Shoulder strap 160cm, with 2 snap hooks for camera bags, First-Aid-Kits 
and Ultimate1

E16

BICYCLE PANNIERS WITH QL3 / QL3.1-SYSTEM (ALL MODELS FROM `11 ) No.

Mounting set QL3/QL3.1 for rear rack up to 10mm tube diameter (for 1 bag) for all QL3/QL3.1 models E201

QL3/QL3.1 clamp for fixation (1 pair) for 11-14mm 10mm tube diameter for all QL3/QL3.1 models E190

Shoulder strap 80 cm with male and female housing for Back-Roller and Sport-Roller up to mod. ’98 E23

Shoulder strap 150 cm with snap hook, black
for Back-Roller/Sport-Roller City, Bike-Packer, Sport-Packer,  
Bike-Tourer from model ‘09

E172

Shoulder strap 150 cm with snap hook, grey Back-Roller/Sport-Roller City E203

In-Put - inner pocket for panniers
for Back-Roller, Sport-Roller, Bike-Packer, Front-Roller, 
Sport-Packer up to mod. 2006

F39

BUCKLES No.

”Stealth” buckles with strap for Office-Bag (to sew on), 1 pcs. from model 1999 E178

”Stealth” buckles for Rack-Pack  
25 mm; female housing with opening, 2 pcs.) 
for the combination of Rack-Packs (mod. up to ‘99) with Roller-bags  
(from 1999)

E135

 ”Stealth” Closure for Back-Roller/Sport-Roller, (1 pair) E186

Buckle „Mojave“ 25 mm, 1 pair (male and female) all models up to 1998 E 51
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MATERIAL & SYMBOLS

PVC
free

PFOA
free

AZO
free

BPA
free

Feature/Special

The Forest and Species Protection project sponsored by Florestal Santa 
Maria is currently helping to ensure the sustainable management of 71,000 
hectares of forest in the Brazilian state of Mato Grosso. This corresponds to 
an area of around 100,000 football fields. Sustainable management means 
that logging is limited to volumes that the natural ecosystem can replace on 
its own. This also rules out the kind of clearcutting often seen in the region. 
The project meets the strict requirements issued by the Forest Stewardship 
Council (FSC) for sustainable forest management. The proceeds from the 
sale of CO2 certificates will be used to protect the vast forest against illegal 
logging operations.

„Stealth“ buckles 25 mm, 1 pieces (male and female) from model 1999 E146

Repair buckles „Stealth“ 
25 mm, male and female with opening mechanism, 2 pieces.

E187

Repair buckles „Stealth“, 25 mm, male housing with opening and female 
with opening mechanism, 2 pieces.

E117

Buckle 50 mm 
male and female housing for Messenger Bag, Packman Pro, Velocity

E147

Buckle 40 mm for Bike-Tourer E200

C rings (4 pcs.) E149

OTHER BAGS No.

1 pair anchoring rails for one outer pocket 
(single bag)

from model 2001 E150

Adapter for Bike-Box, Travel-Biker, Shuttle models, 
Office-Bag2, Trunk-Bag (with ORTLIEB adapter)

from model 6/2004 E174

Wide frame (185mm) for adapter E174 E199

Padded shoulder strap for Travel-Biker all models up to 2009 E133

Shoulder strap for Bike-Box, Velo-Shopper, Bike-Tourer 1 pc. (no pad) E119

Padded strap with snap hook (universal strap for Downtown, Office-Bag, 
Rack-Pack, Bike-Tourer) length 150 cm

E33

Shoulder pad, removable, 1 piece 
up to 50mm width

E171

Patch for Elevation (2 pcs.) E179

Velcro extension 
(for Messenger Bag, Velocity und Vario)

E46

Fixing strap for Zip-City, length 80 cm E121

Lubricant for TIZIP-zipper contents 7,5 g E134

Mounting set for Saddle-Bag and all Micro models E 97

Fastening straps for Saddle-Bag, 1 set from model ‘98 F 96 E

Universal screw set (12 bolts, 12 plastic nuts) 
for screwed bags or to replace rivets

for bags with QL2/QL2.1 E102

Spare wheel, 100 mm, 1 pc for Duffle RS and Duffle RG E209

WATER BAGS, WATER SACKS, WATER BELT No.

Rubber gasket, 1 piece up to model 1998 E91

Valve complete, 1 piece from model 1999 E120

Gasket, 1 piece from model 2003 E157

Shower valve, 1 piece from model 1999 N 30

Push-Pull valve from model 1999 T 60

FABRIC

*  Food grade coating | n.a. = not applicable

SYMBOLS

QL2.1 system

QL2 system

QL1 system

Rack-Lock system
Anti Scratch Function:  
Product reduces abrasion 
on racks

QL3.1 system

PVC-free:  We use PVC-free materials if technically possible 
and logical.

BPA-free: Bisphenol A is a component used in the production of 
Polycarbonate drink bottles and food containers. It has been found 
that trace amounts can damage the growth process of human cells by 
effecting hormone balance.

AZO-free: Although ORTLIEB products are not subject to the AZO 
ordinance, we only use AZO-free dyes.

Protection against dust:
The first figure defines the protection degree of a product against the 
penetra tion of solids and contact. 5 and 6 refer to the protection of dust 
and contact (e.g. by hand).

All types of closures used on ORTLIEB products were submitted to 
simulation tests by LGA QualiTest GmbH, TÜV Rheinland Group, Nurem-
berg, Germany. (IP international protection standard examination 
according to DIN EN 60529:2000). These protection standards which 
have their origins in electronic technologies are referred to as IP, inter-
national protection standards, and are increasingly used in the field 
of leisure activities. Currently, this is the only valid and acknowledged 
international classification regarding waterproofness and dustproof-
ness. The degree of protection is defined by two figures. Altogether 
there are 6 protection standards for solid bodies, and 8 protection 
standards for water. www.ortlieb.com/ip-symbolsPFOA-free:  Perfluorinated compounds (PFCs) are a family of fluo-

rine-containing chemicals that have been used for more than 50 years 
to impregnate or coat various materials so as to make them water repel-
lent and dirt-, stain- and stick-resistant. As non-biodegradable sub-
stances, PFCs tend to accumulate in the environment and in organic 
tissue. They are also classified as hazardous to human health. While 
European Union regulations have prohibited the use of perfluorooctane 
sulfonate (PFOS) – with very few  exceptions – since June 2008, other 
substances in the PFC family are subject only to threshold limit values 
(TLVs). In 2013, perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) was added to the REACH 
list of substances of very high concern. The term PFOA-free refers to 
values below the current detection limit of 1µg/m².

Waterproof zippers: Various types of waterproof zippers are available.  
They guarantee IP protection IP67

IP STANDARDS

ORTLIEB products are classified according to the following protection 
standards depending on the type of closure used on the product:

product is dust proof, no penetration of dust

Example:  IP64, ORTLIEB Back-Roller; this product is dustproof and is 
protected against splashwater from all directions.

Protection against water:
The second figure defines the protection degree against water. 7 e.g. 
stands for the protection against water penetration at a defined water 
depth during a determined period of time.

product is protected against dust, slight penetration of 
dust possible

protected against spray water (max. 60° to the vertical)

protected against splash water coming from all directions

protected against penetration of water during temporary immersion; 
depth: 1 meter/39 inch (lower edge of product); duration 30 minutes

new colour

new update

PS10 nylon fabric, PU-laminated    n.a.

PS17  nylon fabric, PU-coated    n.a.

PS17L nylon fabric, PU-laminated     
PS21 /R nylon fabric, PU-coated    n.a.

PS33 nylon fabric, PU-coated    n.a.

PS36C  Cordura, PU-coated    n.a.

PS42 /R nylon fabric, PU-coated    n.a.

PS490  polyester fabric, PVC-coated   n.a.

PF15  transparent PU-foil  n.a.  n.a.

PF45  thick transparent PVC-foil n.a.  n.a.

PD350  polyester fabric, PVC-coated n.a.  n.a.

PS50CX Cordura, PU-coated, reflective    n.a.

PS50X polyester fabric, PU-coated, reflective    n.a.

PS55C Cordura/cotton, PU-coated    n.a.

PS60 polyester fabric, PU-coated    n.a.

PD60  nylon fabric, PU-coated  n.a.  n.a.

PD62 nylon fabric, PU-coated  n.a.  n.a.

PD620 polyester fabric, PVC-coated n.a.  n.a.

PS620C Cordura, PVC-coated   n.a.

PD620L  polyester fabric, PVC-coated n.a.   
PD900  polyester fabric, PVC-coated n.a.  n.a.

PA polyamid n.a.  n.a.

PE polyethylen n.a.  n.a.

TPU thermoplastic polyurethane n.a.  n.a.

ALU aluminium n.a.  n.a.

EPP expanded polypropylene  n.a.   

LEGEND

Fabric

Width

Weight

Depth

Circumference

Height

Volume

Diameter

Max. payload
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